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INTRODÜOTION
1 Among the many types of alloy there is one which is 
called a substitutional solid solution. An ideal substit­
utional solid solution of a metal A in a metal B is given 
when some of the lattice sites of the metal B are occupied 
by A atoms the lattice structure being unaltered. In the 
case where there are as many A atoms as B atoms in the 
alloy such an ideal solution would occur only if the A and 
B atoms were of equal size and if the pure A and B metals 
bad the same type of lattice structure. In fact systematic 
investigation of metal alloys by many workers has shown 
that atoms whose atomic radii differ by more than about 15 
per cent do not form extensive solid solutions. If the 
difference is less than this they form solutions over a 
wide range of composition. This rule is restricted by the 
condition that the atomic radii must be derived from mon- 
atomic phases with similar structures, and it should not 
be applied to alloys in which one of the constituents 
exhibits valence characteristics, e.g. bismuth, arsenic. ' 
In this work therefore we shall assume that, if an A-B 
alloy has a given type of lattice structure at the absolute 
zero, then, although thermal agitation may change the 
distribution of A and B atoms in the lattice, the lattice 
structure will not change with temperature irrespective of
/3
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2;thé lattice tÿiÿes of the pure imtals A a ^  B^ Wé : shall 
return to this point In the next eeotlbn.
Originally It was thought that the dls^ te 
atoms In % suhst 1 tutlonal solid solution was of g ppr 
random nature. Now, however, It Is known that In a large 
number of cases the dlstrlhutlon Is of a very definite 
nature, "being similar helcw oertaln teitperaturès to the 
arrangement of the two elements of an ionic salt ( e.g. 
rock-salt ) In the crystalline form, and having ; a uhl^ie 
temperature dependence. The first Indication that there 
exist ordered structures was given Indirectly^h^^ chemical 
experiments carried out "by tammann - ) In 1919. Ihyestig"^ 
atibn of copper-gold alloys showed that allbys cchtaihing 
more than fifty atomic per cent of copper werW attaoked j hy 
nitric ao id which dlssplyed spme of the copper hut none of 
the, gold, whereas those contaihihg .fifty,atornlcx^ pe]:^ -' cent 
or less copper were not affectedw Tapiiarn obncluded from 
these results that the alloy GuAu had its atoms-distr 
over the lattice in an ordered manner; any extra copper 
atoms did not fit into the scheme and were easily removed. 
This evidence can hardly he considered conhlusi^ how 
as the alloy Gu^Au, which has heen investigated hy Sykes 
and Jones possesses an ordered Cstructufe up? to
The most direct and conclusive evidence is provided hy 
the analysis of X-ray diffractIon patterns# Figure 1 rep-
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resents an X-ray "beam impinging on a crystal lattlpe, the 
lattice sites "being marked "by circles* Bet the angle Ô he 
such that for rays impinging on the crystal planée déhoted Ç
hy a and p the path difference XYZ is equal to n YS' where
n is an odd integer and X is the wavelength of the X-rays*
For a pure metal the reflecting powers of the two planes ..g
will he equal and as the reflected rays have pppoplté phase 
there will he no line on the X-ray spectrum in the direc­
tion 0. If the a-sites'arà occupied; hy A atoms and the p- :J;
sites hy B atoms, and if the A and B atoms have quite 
different scattering factors, a line will appear on the 
spectrum. If there is a random distribution of equal ||j
numbers of A and B atoms over the lattice the reflecting 
powers of the a- and p-planes will again he equal ( on 1.3
average ) and no line will appear. For intermediate degrees
of order where the a-sites are predominantly occupied hy A 
atoms and the p-sites hy B atoms the different reflecting 
powers of the a- and p-planes will again give rise to a 
line with an intensity depending on the degree of order.
Such a line is called a superstructure ( or superlkttice )
line and its presence in a diffraction pattern shCws the ÿ
existence of a superstructure ( or superlattice ) in the 
crystal. Figure 2 is a drawing of X-ray diffraction patterns 
from CUgAu in a disordered state ( right ), and a well p
ordered state ( left ). The lines which appear on thé left "ÿ
and not on the right are the superstructure lines. The 
first observation of superstructure lines was hy Bain 
in 1923 working with the alloy Ou^Au, this heing a 
particularly favourable case because of the large differ­
ence in the scattering factors of the two elements.
Improved techniques have enabled superstructure lines to 
he observed even in cases where the two elements are 
adjacent in the periodic table ( e.g. p-brass: Cu-Zn )^) 
and the more recent methods of neutron diffraction provide 
an even more sensitive means of detection.
All the superstructures which have heen observed so far 
have an outstanding characteristic feature: in an A-B 
alloy A atoms tend to surround themselves hy B atoms and 
vice versa. ( We implicitly assumed this fact in discussing 
Figure 1 and it is a basic assumption in this work that 
the equilibrium state at the absolute zero is that which 
has the A atoms surrounded as completely as possible hy B 
atoms and the B atoms surrounded as con^letely as possible 
hy A atoms.) This fact must he taken into account hy any 
theory of superstructures and this is usually done hy 
describing the system In terms of a parameter, o, called 
the short range order parameter, which is a measure of the 
degree to which each atom is surrounded hy unlike neigh­
bours. o is usually defined in such a way that the best 
ordered arrangement is given hy 0=1 and the worst hy o=0.
It is convenient to label the lattice sites as follows. 
Those lattice sites which at absolute zero are occupied by 
A atoms will be calledca-sites and those occupied by B 
atoms will be called p-sites. We can now define a parameter, 
H, known as the long range order parameter, which describes 
the distribution of the A and B atoms over the a- and p- 
sites. ( Many authors use S or s to denote the long range 
order but we wish to reserve the letter S to denote 
entropy. ) R is defined in such a way that R«1 corresponds 
to the completely ordered distribution ( all the A atoms 
on the^  a-sites ) and R=0 to the distribution in which it 
is no longer possible to distinguish between the a- and p- 
sites. If there are equal numbers of A and B atoms, and 
hence of a- and P-sites, in the lattice,the value R=-l 
also corresponds to a state of complete order since this 
value occurs when all the A atoms are on the p-sites and
vice versa. This is a consequence of the similarity, in
this particular case, between the a- and p-sites and it is
quite sufficient to consider only positive values of R. We
note that as R decreases o must also decrease although not 
of course proportionally.
As the temperature is increased from the absolute zero 
thermal agitation will eventually cause atoms to change 
their positions in the lattice, that is will cause a reduc­
tion in the value of R. At the same time the tendency of
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 ^t O' %avè; -unmkeEm W # #  t this réduction
( initially at àhyràtè ). Thus àt eyerÿ^ tëm^ thé;
system of  ^atoms will, ^h of aÿhàAlc^; e ^ lÿihrMm
màintalïîéd: by the; orderingItëi^ and thé v ^ m l ^  
atorns , caused thermal églt /\giVl%:;d#f values
:toL%%ahd;.;é#^  .Asr, é%reduotion. ih '.dAliirpliésié réduction in the 
dédéring force we haye hère )à situation lyhere the ; dlsrup- 
:,|i‘V^^-inâ increases âs thé téirpefature;^ ; M  Wile
,t he -'^de^ng :;f or c é (is " redded. f#yéhtu^ 
reached where the ordering force is . no-Idhgdrr: sUi^^
: to éounteraét the effect of the migration of atoms duetto 
thermal agitation and the distribution, of the A and B 
-'atoms^  'énd P-sites becomes the random one, Hs=0;
This temperature, in analogy with the theory of ferro- 
:ma^eiisi%i’is^éallédM 'pdint'V-of' order or the '
transition temperature and will be denoted by T^ ,. Above 
this temperature thé tendency of ^étoms-M: have unlilcé 
Ùéighbours results in some small degree of local order 
"whicif is gradually reduced as the temperature rises; ' 
Figure 3 shows two possible variations of the order 
parameters with temperate 
:.:itti'8'^ thé'^ 'i'téhdénoÿ^  : to: ha#A ùnliké;
which #Ut 8 thé p W  of order ; in alloys into the
génefai- Class systems
exhibiting: suCht phéhOméhé consist of sub-systems ( in our
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case atoms with a preference for unlike neighbours ) which 
act pn one another in such a way as to produce the co­
opérât lye effect ( in our case a superstructure ), the 
magnitude of the effect "being a measure of the degree of 
co-operation between the sub-systems* We mention in passing 
that under certaintconditions the discussion of substit­
utional alloys can apply equally well to the problem of 
ferromagnetism; the transition is made simply by altering 
the significance of the unit of energy
/ ^  ^  rise to.effects'
other thmi the production of superstructure lines in an 
:'XTrhÿ,'(:difffa6tion'' order -to raise the temperature
;pf cthe;';syst#ir'We it. Part of this:
e^hergy>: ^ is^'.re'i^ire^{tp;pi^duoe :d in opposition to
the -ordefipg : f z t h e  temperature 
of the system in accord^^ce;'with the tappropriate normal 
hpecific. hêat X l thefp is ah excess; energy ; iii/the 
sysW depehdlng bn the^  ^d^  ^ the A and ,JB; .atoms
over the iattioe : thih excess ener càiled the
configuratiph^^ energy : an it gives rise to an anomaly in 
the: specific heat of the system. Figure 4 shows the 
temperature variati6h:^ of y the odih^igv^ational ? energy and of 
thé nçbnf igùratipnal épèpific whose
■behaviour is-represented hy the curves' of Figure 3.
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is a latent heat as well as the lambda anomaly in the 
specific heat.
The electrical resistivity Of an alloy is found to be 
dependent on its state of order. An alloj?’ which has been 
rapidly quenched from a temperature above its transition 
temperature will have the state of order H = 0 frozen into 
it. There will certainly be no large volumes of the system 
characterised, by high values of H. The electrical resist­
ivity of an alloy in this state can be contrasted with the 
resistivity of the alloy after annealing at a temperature 
low enough to correspond to high degree of long range 
order but high enough to enable the atoms to arrange them­
selves accordingly. Figure 5 shows the variation,of the 
electrical resistivity with composition of copper-gold 
alloys which have been subjected to these two treatments. 
The ^ smooth curve is obtained for alloys quenched from 650^0 
and the other for alloys annealed at 200^0, The resistance 
minima of this second curve occur at the compositions OuAu 
and GUgAu, compositions for which superlattices are known 
to exist. Figure 6 shows the variation of the electrical 
resistivity of the alloy Gu^Au with temperature.
A qualitative explanation of these effects can be given 
as follows. A perfectly periodic lattice offers zero 
resistance to the flow of electrons, electron scattering, 
and.hence resistance, being produced by departures from
9
perfect periodicity. Such departures may be produced in 
several ways of which two are relevant to this discussion;
1) Thermal agitation will cause a displacement of the 
atoms from their mean positions giving rise to phonon 
scattering; The resistance due to this effect is denoted 
by 2) The presence of a foreign atom on one of the 
lattice sites will cause a departure from perfect period- 
icity at that point. This gives rise to impurity scattering, 
the resistance due to this effect being denoted by We
assume that the resistance of the alloy is given by
Ç ^  This assumption will be valid to a first
approximation (it is just Matthiessen’s riile ) although 
departures from this rule occur when higher approximations 
are taken into account ^ ). In a completely disordered 
alloy is independent of temperature (there are excep­
tions to this rule, e.g. constantan, GuNi, but the 
variation with temperature is small) and can be considered 
as the resistance of the alloy at the absolute zero, that 
is, as the residual resistance. A theoretical treatment of 
the electrical resistivity of a disordered alloy was given
by Nordheim ^ ) in 1939. If the alloy consists of two
metals A and B in the ratio x;(l-x) a straightforward 
calculation showed that the impurity scattering was pro­
portional to x(l-x) and hence ^gocx(l-x). The smooth curve 
in figure 6 lies very close to this form.
r 10
In a completely ordered alloy, however, should theor­
etically vanish and in fact extrapolation to the absolute 
zero shows that the residual resistance of an ordered 
alloy is much smaller than that of the disordered alloy. 
This would account for the pronounced minima in Figure 5. 
We have still, however, to consider a possible dependence 
of ^  on the state of order of the alloy. Detailed calcul­
ation shows that depends on the density of states and 
on the Debye characteristic temperature both of which may 
be expected to vary with the state of order of the alloy. 
In fact, for the CugAu alloy, it has been found that T^ is 
greater in the ordered state than in the disordered state, 
leading to a reduction in That there is not a minimum 
of resistance in Figure 5 at the composition GuAug (where 
the ordered state should give a reduced value of ) is 
presumably due to an increase of on ordering which is 
more than enough to counteract the decrease of
For a partially ordered alloy Muto in 1936-67 used 
the Bragg-Williams approximation (discussed in section 3)oto obtain as a function of R, and found Çp = A+BR+QR , 
A, B and G being temperature dependent. In several cases 
this relation is in reasonable agreement with experiment.
In 1929 Vogt and Seemann reported that the magnetic 
properties of Gu^Au and GuAu were influenced by the degree 
of order in the alloys. Further work demonstrated that in
' , ; , ..rvK
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some cases the diamagnetic susceptihility of a copper-gold 
alloy was ihçrieàsèd dn ordering and id other cases it was 
decreased. #he^^:W were carried out for only tw6
states^ one h e l %  assumé disordered and the;
other(well ordered, and it is not Mown how the suscept- 
dhillt^-;beh^%!:a8;}#^
The behaviour of the magnetic susceptibility, / , unlike 
that of the electrical resistivity, Cannot be explained in 
general terms since it is strongly dependent on the types 
of atoms in the alloy and on the concentration. Figure 7 
shows the dependence of ^ on composition for the copper- 
palladium alloys. The smooth curVe is for the quenched 
alloys and the circles represent values from the annealed 
specimens. It can be seen from this graph that for alloys 
:in':#e::'region OuPd the change in X on ordering is very 
:Sm^ l'''whereas,:^  ^ chSng^'^ln: :thëki^Mst'ivity is very marked 
in this region. This may be contrasted with the behaviour 
;in.';the'%rëgfon-;abcm 17/%tomip^^^^ cent palladium where the 
#a$i&ik\de^#' ^ of order, as'--shcro a sûrement s^;.
côihcideé w effects:cdfdrd on both ^
: The smooth curve on Pi^re 7 can be understood as follows. 
PËlladidrn metal is strongly paramagnetic and is known to 
have about *55 holes per atom in the d shell. Copper has 
one more e1ebtrph 6utside a n ,inert gas shell than has
'7- '7'' ''7"' ' .7 '
. - 7.
palladium ( 11 to 10 ) and as a first approximation we may 
consider the addition of copper to palladium as leaving 
the lattice unchanged and as increasing the number of 
electrons hy one for every atom of copper added# The 
density of states in the d hand of palladium metal is much 
greater than that in the s hand and nearly all the extra 
electrons will go into the d hand until it is filled up. 
Hence one would expect that when a copper-palladium alloy 
contains about 55 atorhic per cent copper the magnetic 
susceptibility of the alloy should drop to zero. As can be 
seen from Figure 7 \  drops to zero when the amount of 
copper present is just over 50 atomic-per cent. Alloys 
containing more than 55 atomic per cent copper wobld be 
expected to become more and more diamagnetic until the 
value appropriate to pure copper is reached. It is not 
obvious why there should be a minimum at a concentration 
of about 62 atomic per cent copper. To explain the further 
drop in \ ordering it is necessary to take fully into 
account the effect of concentration and order on the band 
structure and denëity of states and as far as we know this 
has not been done.
. It was observed by Johansson and Linde ) that the 
lattice of the alloy OuAu changes from cubic above the 
transition température to tetragonal below- The axial 
ratio Increases from 1*067 at Tq to l*b80 at temperatures
%
^  ' ' : ' '  .
low enough for the alloy to he in a highly ordered: state, 
Borelip.8 15) assumed that it is the ordering which is 
responsible for this effect and used the axial ratio as a 
measure of the degree of order# It has been found,!however, 
that both the “cubic and tetragonal structures can exist : 
together belov/ the transition temperature, and as this 
type of behaviour is bÿ no means the most common one we 
feer justified in treating only those cases covered by the 
assumption mentioned at the beginning of sect ion 1#
One would not expect the equilibrium distance between 
two atoms to be independent of the choice of the atoms and 
thus it is reasonable that a lattice whose nearest neigh­
bour pairs are entirely AB pairs should have a lattice 
parameter different from that of a lattice whose nearest
neighbour pairs are equally likely to be AB or ÂÀ or; BB
pairs. Prom this it follows that the ordering process : 
should be accompanied by a changé in lattice parameter# 
that is by a change in volume, and this is indeed found t
to be the case. The ordering phenomenoh in alloys is almost
always accompanied by a diminution in volume. Since volume 
changes can be measured with a high degree of precision# 
accurate measurements could prove valuable as a measure of 
the degree of order. It is the purpose of this work to 
investigate the relationship between the lattice parameter 
and the degree of order on the basis of certain assumptions
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about the inter-particle forces. In the discussion of the 
configurational energy on page 7 we tacitly assumed, that 
the co-operative effect could be separated from the normal 
temperature effects and the first part of this work makes 
use of this assumption. In a later chapter we discuss the 
influence of lattice vibrations on the co-operative effect.
3 Before we proceed to describe and apply our model we 
shall give a brief resume of the theoretical work which 
has been done on the order-disorder problem. Thé earliest 
theory of the order-disorder effect was given by Gorsky 
in^1988 for alloys of the type AB. He considered the 
problem as a problem of diffusion and, making some assump­
tions about the diffusion probabilities, was able to derive 
a relationship between the long range order, R, and the 
temperature, T. In 1934 Bragg and Y/illiams ^5) modified 
the principle used by Gorsky and extended the field of 
application. In their first paper they used rate processes 
to derive equations corresponding to Gorsky’s equation but 
later Williams ^®) showed that this was not necessary and ’ 
.!that'..;t cçuld4bérbb't^ ^^  more rigorously by the
methods of statistical mechanics. As the work of Bragg and 
\0 ihiiams. " d i d ^ A c h j ^ î ^ l a t ê -  ' rese'azbhri^J this,:':s^jt - we
of their treatment. . -
Consider an alloy consisting of N/8 A atoms and-H/8 B 
atoms. ( The theory is easily generalised to take into
feot of varying the proportions of the 
iqohstitueht atozhs. ) j zero the. A atoms will
sites whloh we call «-sites and the B atoms
vpf. A' and B. atoms on the q- and p-sites at" a temperature T.
3fe'^ ih^ e ' X /' -.'y'
■■ye":define^  the ^ iong range order '^paphmeter#; :.h/ by the : \ 
equation : / -
lt;!fallows that H= 1 oorréaponds to complété ehd'erjbhd :R=0 
Lto :ep% : ' .
 ^ %  : of ways ' pf^rabhlevi^ - giveh dlsthibdt ion of
are N.^ A: atpms eh «-sites, etc., is given by the binomial
I tS
If we now use the Sterling approximation In(xj) = x.ln(xy-x 
the above expression:qan#é!i^ ■ ih-;:‘thè;':fqîmi-,'- -/-y ^
' InW(H) = |[ 21nS - (l+R)ln(l+H) - (l-R)ln(l-E) ]. - 
# e  :e#rp^ :stxte(bh^
0 #
by R is just \ - . :i;:-';/■ ' /
S = k.lnJW(E)], 
where k is Boltzmann';s constant.
Let the configurational energy of the system be denoted 
by B(R). Then the free energy of the system is given by
F(r ) = S(R) - TS
= E(r ) - kT.ln[W(R)L 
and the dependence of R on T is given by minimising P(r ) 
with respect to R. Before this minimisation can be carried 
out, however, we have to make some assumption about the 
ordering energy as a function of R in order to obtain an 
explicit form for K(R).
" Let V be the energy required to change an A atom on an 
«-site with a P atom on a p-site* In the state of complete 
order such an interchange will require a certain definite 
amount of energy which we call As the alloy becomes 
disordered V decreases from until, at the state of 
complete randomness, V becomes zero. That this should be 
so follows from the fact that at complete randomness there 
is no longer any real distinction between the «- and p- 
sites and therefore there is no energy involved in the 
interchange. The simplest assumption to make about the 
dependence of V on R is the one made by Gorsky and by 
Bragg and Williams, namely
V = Vg.R.
AB case*
K
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:Às; ; tlie./ bràerîngy b;etwe^ b.'lai^  ^:pàiri^  -
depend primarily on the.arrangement of their nearest neigh­
bours and only indirectly on the long range order in the 
crystal, this relationship between V and R is of a rather 
macroscopic nature. Thus the Bragg-Williams approximation 
does hot into acoount^ : t^ order and it is
often refprh^ e^ ^^  to as : the^
We can now write down an explicit expression for E(r ).- 
;:To vinqrease:'^ the^ "ord tSeV ' tbv,HE&dRyit. 'is
Lhqceshary ,tp;t^ pve^ a^ ;beht from p-sites
to u-sites: this number is just jdR. The corresponding 
change'in:thê Ponfiguratiônal energy Of the' system is V
:■ -, \ ' ' ' ,  I- Tÿ'-,.;
hnd^if we ohbpseCthe,zéro of energy as the state of - 
Goitplete oride^ ^^  ^ pbtàih \
. , , / ; v U  ,
- -Minimis ; thé ^ r^^ energy with^nésï^èct ,tQ:-..;ïïïh^
( W /8 ] "^yp>
This equation^ is: solvedrgraphically to give R' as; à function 
of T.. Figure,8a shows the; variation of H with. T. .Abpvè a
•pi
«X /S oC /s
/S /S
a) First approx- b) Second approx.
Black:- interior sites. Red:- boundary sites.
Figure 10.
Central atom ®  with its twelve nearest neighbours #
Figure 11.
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certain temperature T , which in this case is equal to — ,' 4kthe stable state of the system is that for which R=0. The 
configurational energy and configurational specific heat 
are shown in Figures 8b and 8c, This model gives no 
contribution to the specific heat above the transition 
temperature in contrast with the experimental evidence.
Figure 9 shows R, E, and Gy as functions of T in the 
case of the alloy AB^.
Bethe ), in 1935, considered the alloy AB on the basis 
of a nearest neighbour approximation. He assumed that the 
mutual potential energy between two atoms decreases rapidly 
as their separation increases and that only the potential 
energies between nearest neighbours need be taken into 
account. Treating the case in which all the nearest neigh­
bours of an a-site are p-sites and vice versa, Bethe 
selected groups of sites for detailed consideration. His 
two approximations are represented by the two groups of 
sites in Figure 10. By considering a given arrangement of 
atoms on the boundary sites of the group it is possible to 
calculate the probability that the interior site ( or 
sites ) are occupied in a given manner by the A and B 
atoms. The effect of a state of long range order through­
out the lattice on the atoms on the boundary sites is 
represented by an ordering energy, u. The probability of 
finding various distributions of atoms over the whole
AB case AB„ case — .^.    .
R
o
R
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T -:>
c
I
Bethe 1st* Bethe 2nd. Bragg-Wil1iams Peierls.
Figure 12
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[group; oan then he e I n  %er%8 the unknown: ü and  ^
a consistehey rèlatIdnA,. 1 s' nsjed:;to;Ightath"ir.'as'^afunction 
of (r; . pnp heeWp
fpuhdf:#dm:, 11  ^ '. ‘ - 
Reierls appll^  ^ %ië:\}%o^r#htred^':oWdo
lat% is ooh#l;ica.te - t' ''that'Æhe; meanest
neighbours of some sites are themselves nearest neighbours.^ 
In[ order he had to) eonslder a, group of :
'-'twelve '[ site's'' ( ' '8ee[: Fi^re:. 1 1 %hd ,:the^^^ iwhs  ^ -
e%:QhêÀlhgly : oWber some[ f ^ ) r e sulthHof K Be the and of
Péiêrlê ;ire of; Williams in
Figure 12; There isKa obhbiderWlW re<^ , in %^.and a 
cohtri'bution to the specific heat ahove T_. -
;,Also /this tIW: %  an& (kiggen^ ^  ) developed
a: method Whiohj.is now known as; the quasi-chemical method. 
This;#ethp^^^ shb?^ to give the same results, for
the simple.;,cubic' and body-centred cubic lattices, as those 
obtained ■ in,; Bethe ts - , fir sty approxijnatibn^^ aa%,:thè/j qpas;i~
chemical method has a form suited to our requirements we 
shall treat it here:/ih ' ëbmef'mQré^ -detail;;■ ' '• ■ ■-
' Gonsider ah alloy of [N/8; ; A a t ' F/S' ' By at oms arranged
onM; [lattice^ andJ that each
a-site has.;z 3-r«sitbs; as dts [heàx^ é;sfe^  and vibe :
versa. Let N. , etc., be defined as in the Braggr-Williams - 
approximation; thus we have = |(l+E).
:so
; ’-Pour, typés 
numbers of ecch we
Qw  -, ‘. ■ ' -i/,A:.;oh''(%#. 'ÿ. on (3 AB
/-[A::6nyc(,;/A-nn\\(3:-.' ■Q- . ;■'■' '52 Q. , • ,3  on py /B cm B ::<
QBA'/ph.üt; A  on</pg.X_:' [shnpt ipmagg'-dpder
'Where q,(= zN/8) is the total number of nearest neighbour 
Pafes :■ to;,thé|;iaht^-^^^
of R and o the Q’ s ‘ can hp ^ wr 111eh, aa fdllbW' I ' : :. v
As8op 1 ated with éabh hearest he Ighhoiir : pair will [be ah
have! V i : ! ' t h e "  nearest' ; ,BA\ .:,hB,; ;v-BA; ■ ' ,,' . "
approximation the ô:onfi#irat'ip#l^:e of -.fh&isystem' is
' - V V  * V bb - ‘V  * V  > '
and using the above expressions for the Q’s we obtain
We note that B does not depend on, R but only on o.
. ■ %h;::f ind;;d^ |;:,,^  <0 prrp spbhding"'tp[: g ,p:''we. ^ -
' have to calculate the numbpr of waÿà of - achieving . à given
01
approximation of the quasi-chemical method is that this 
hUi#.ep, ' m(E, p.), is taken to he equal to, apart from a 
f actqh(a:epq0 ii%; on E\:ohly, . t of ways of dividing
pairs intq four,'.groups-Cbhta Q ahd Jq^
/pa:lÿë)Te8^ ç t ^
distribution of AA, BB, AB, and BA bonds over the lattice 
;'hi^er-thhii'[theAîdiptribut^ -;p.f/'A :ahd:>B^'ntpmp^<and. it is
 [R, o) = W ’ '
W’^R)) .depends on Rx, only and; can-bé; evaluated as follows .
( c.f* Fowler and Guggenheim ‘^Statistical Thermodynamics“ 
page 576 *);- Fpf large asSemblies we can replace the sum 
^W(R, a) by the maximum value of W(R,o) with respect to o* 
Now W(R, q ) is ; jus t thé? hui#ér qf ways of obta in ing a 
[giveh value of R^ and this is the güàntity which we called 
;w(R ) iii vdiir treatment [pf ^the ' Bragg-Wil 1 iams approximat ion 
on page: 15. T W s  o) = W(Rjè The value of o which
m ax im ise s  W(R, q ) ' i s  e a s i l y  found:; t o  be d  R ^ . /T h is :  v a lu e  ■ 
o f  ::q ;g iv e s . th e  va lue s ;> -tp jthp ;^ -qI s  ' # i o h  w p illd  Ib% ^:f6un^ a 
s l i t p le  c a lc u la t io n  b a s e d  on t W ;  f  a p t t h a t  y ? ^  on  ' a v e fa g a , each
a-site is surrouhded; '% : B atoms .and 2 Aiatbms.
8ubh a procedure ighores[the preference ? for ixnlike :ne igh-
i
%' 'r. : .; v x" - y :k- .;
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bours and is equivalent to the zeroth approximation. We 
have then
W(R) = £ w (R,o ) = W ’(R)._-— —   — L_; ,
and hence /  )p=R^
W(R,o) = W(R)..^3a a - ^ b !V!?BA^ W  ,
: a^ a ! % b !^ a b !S3a '
Using the Sterling approximation enables us to write the 
expression for the free energy, F = E - kT.lnJW(R,o)], in 
the form
F " | C ^ A ^ bB^-^AB> - ^(^AA+'^BB-^AB) “ +
(l-l)[(l+R)ln(l+R) + (l-R)ln(l-R)}; - i(l-o)ln(l.-o) -Z . (Ù '
i(l+8R+o)ln(l+2R+o) i(l-8R+0)ln(l-2R+o) ]. .'4 4 ,,
Minimising F with respect to R and o gives these two: 
quantities as functiohs of T and of the quantity J =
^’ The. minimisation with respect to o gives 
at once the basic equation of the quasi-chemical method
= exp(J/kT).
*^ AA' % B
We shall discuss the solution of the quasi-chemical 
equations more fully when we come to make use of the 
method in a subsequent chapter.
Kirkwood pointed out in 1988 that it was possible in 
principle to evaluate F as a function of R to any desired 
degree of accuracy..He obtained an expansion in powers : of 
J/kT whose coefficients were polynomials in R - essentially
the semi-invariahts. of Thiele. After.the first few. terms, -. , 
however, the calculations hecome very laborlous.
.; Other ;methods have been ,developed from the point of view 
of. ferromagnetism or anti-ferromagnetism but the transition 
to substitutional alloys is not difficult to carry Out. In 
1941 Kramers and Wahnier ^^) applled à variational, method 
to the problem and their method has been more recently 
applied by ter Haar> Martin,- and Dempsey to. the simple 
cubic, body-centred cubic, and facë-centred.cubic lattices, 
both above and below the transition temperatures.: The , 
method consists of finding the partition function per spin 
as the largest eigen-value. of a matrix. This matrix 4 , 
approach was suggested ; independently by Lassettre and. Howe-; 
and by Montroll in 1941. The exact solution for a two- 
dimensional square lattice of spins was given by Gnsager 
in 1944.' Tfefftz in 1950 published some: exact results for ' 
the three-dimensional cases of interest, these results 
being obtained by a laborious summation over the various 
configurations. Much work has been.done in this field by^ ; 
among others, Wakefield, RustdDrpoke, Bomb, Guggenheim, %
Yang/and Lee, and we give a comprehehslye 1 ist of refer- .v
ences in the bibliography at the end of this work " % ) .  j 
,All the references *‘^9) are attempts to improve the 
theory of co-operative phenomena by obtaining a mpre 
accurate evaluation of the combinatory factor ( of of the ' -
’ . i ' -■ c/
y  : : : : /   ^r . X  y  . < y y  /. -  ^ - - -- - :.84-
partition function, • which: amounts t6 the same thing ) than 
that given, for- instance, by the quasi-chemical-method. : 
There have been attempts, however,,to improve the theory 
in other directions. After we had started this work we 
found that in ,1938 Sisenschitz had obtained theoretical 
results which were in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental values for the specific; heat anomaly in g- 
brass. He made the following assumptions :- 1) The inter­
action energies[between pairs of atoms vary with the 
square of the change of volume. ( In the references.above 
these energies were taken to be constaht/ ) 8) The energy 
minimum of the average of the Qu-Gu and' Zn-3n énergies 
occurs at a higher value of[the volume than does the , 
minimum of the ;Cu-Zn energy. ( This is necessàry to give 
the required anomalous expansion at the transition temper­
ature. ) 3) The specimen of p-brass consists of small 
grains to each of which the theory must be applied “ 
individually. The Bragg-Willlams method/ is modif to 
apply to systems containing only a finite; number of atoms 
,and a theoretical estimate allowed Eisenschitz to take a 
value for this number ( 10 ^10 ) which; gave a good fit
with the experimental values above the transition temper­
ature. ( This third assumption was necessary in order to, ; 
obtain a contribution to the; specific heat above the 
transition temperature, such a contribution not beiilg -
25
given by the Bragg-Williams method in its normal form, ) 
Although Eisenschitz’s assumption concerning the inter- 
particle energies is quite similar to the one we make ( we 
assume a quadratic dependence oh separation ) we consider 
that the use of the Bragg-Williams approximation is not 
sufficient, ), ' ' .
More recently Sarolea has considered the effects of 
lattice vibrations and volume changes on the order-disorder 
transition. The volume change effects are introduced in a 
way quite different from that appearing in our calculations 
and our conclusions are somewhat different. Booth and 
Rowlinson have given a treatment such that the effect 
of the lattice vibrations can be calculated independently 
of the form of the combinatory factor, and they show that 
this effect is considerable, at anyrate for the case.of p- 
brass. Hovi has obtained expressions for the thermal 
expansion of a substitutional alloy using Kirkwood’s 
method of approximation. His equations suggest that there 
is a discontinuity in the thermal expansion at the 
transition temperature.
' A".../.;-"":' :
J-
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II
THE LINEAR LATTIOE.
1 Although a linear lattice does not exhibit an order- 
disorder transition it provides a useful and simple intro­
duction to the study of the volume change effect and we 
believe that it shows the main features of this effect.
We consider first a linear chain consisting of N/8 A 
atoms and N/8 B atoms. In the first, rather trivial, model 
we assume that an Â-A pair, an A-B pair, and a B-B pair 
have associated with them the constant separations r^, r , 
and r-Q and the constant energies and Vgp
respectively. We assume throughout this work that only 
nearest neighbour interactions need be taken into account. 
It is convenient to define the quantity V by the equation
and we take V ? 0 in order to obtain the ordered structure
ABÂBÂB... at the absolute zero.
Let Q,,, Q and Q. be the number of nearest neighbour AA BB AB
pairs which are A-A, B-B ? and A-B pairs respectively. The 
configurational energy of the system is then given by
® “ \ a\ a %B^BB ®AB^AB'
BB’From symmetry considerations it follows that 
and since the total number of nearest neighbour-pairs is
\ . - . 27
ecpial to N we have = Qgg = 1(N - Q^g), and hence
E = V(N - Q^g). 2.1
The length of the linear chain is given "by the relation
^ ~ ’^AA^ Ai'-, * \b^o
= N(r^+rg)/8 - Q ^ K r ^ +r g)/8 ~ t J .
Su"bstituting the value of Q given by equation 2.1 givesAB
L = Nrq + p(r^+rg)/8 - rgj. 2.2
In the case of the linear chain with composition AB the
dependence of B on temperature has been found to be ( c.f.
Kramers and Wannier 1941 )
E = AwCl - tanhX), X = V/8kT.
Combining this result with equation 2.2 gives ,tas the
length of the chain as a function of temperature.
L = Nrgf ~ j(l - tanhX). 2.8
The rate of change of length with temperature, which in 
this case is proportional to the specific, heat, is
clL/aT = (r^+rgys - r^](x/coshX) ocdS/dT.
Since most substances expand when heated we wish to have
 ' .  ;   _ _ # # 1 # # # # '  -,
. Y  .
Cp
Fimre  I S
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dL/dT > 0 and thus we must have (r^ + r^)/8 > 3?^ . In this 
case the variation of dL/dT with temperature is as shown
This model, containing three different lattice spacings
^A ' and r , cannot he applied to the case of a square A B o
net or of; a three^i%nsidim iMttic# ai# we therefore 
cphSider the fol^  ^ We that there .
is a:;uniform spacing, r, he tween neighbouring atoms in the .
chain and that the energies and Y,^associated_ AA BB AB
,with the thhee%.types,^ ^^ .^o pair are dependent on the value of
rV ; The ; dependence of r on T .will follow from the thermo­
dynamical condition of minimum free energy*
As, hefore we wish to consider the case where the 
arrangement of the atoms at the absolute zero is-ABABAB,. 
Let %  he the immber of paihs; : which^  ^ of a Ÿ atom
bn One site/ aiid h Z htbm ohAtheyradjaceht right hand site.
AS' ah ; i1lus that ion the< arrangement ABBAABAÂBB corresponds
case where therè-^ >ar#''equhL^  ^ of A B  atoms these
numbers being large enough to neglect end effects, the 
-fbllbwihg;:neiations hold ( c*f. ter Haar, 1954, Xll,4 ))
? -/ $ : liu&^  e r -
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Q , Q , Q , Q , is the compound prohahility AA BB AB BA
and the entropy of the chain is
S = k.lnW
= k[ NlhN - 8(n/8 - Q )ln(N/S - Q ) - 8Q InQ ].AB AB AB AB
The energy of the chain is
^ ~ \ a\ a S b^BB *’ \ b\ b %A^BA 
- i<\» * A b ) - «a b ' A a ♦ ''be -
and for the free energy we obtain
P =? E - TS
2(B/2 - 9 )ln(El/2: - SC} . loQ -AB ' .. AB : AB AB
Minimising P :with'.respect vto: Q a n d  r gives
, 6P<9%'AB - «raEinWA
'||.v = 0 •.=:'I-;4*'^''AAf.’;BB,'' ^ AA^' BBÇRJ AB ;
% o m  the se? two e ghat ions wey haye - f inally
O%
/ïïio'Ÿ^
V('y) %
. w W  ?
/jx/ir^Â/yxÀAyCL^
V('T) '- %   ^ ? ?T--
2 ,4 U
Figure 14
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-; ë (%îia t.iGù. rgl r % :a a; ?f^ nctî;biï voè. [B: whè%%ë: '- " ;
':d.epemâeiiGe :bf. ;r/:,i8 Wëwn# i Wé" as‘sumê>%the'.. " ■ ' - 
faïlowing:\3:; \ YZ .^: _. , . : ' .
Th%8_^: V the: '1htërÿaf ÿiolè' .energy) r was
chosen as representing- reasonahly well the lower part of 
the potential energy function of an atomic pair such as is 
Ç ^ é n ff^ or ihBtén6é:^ ''a-;®pi*sè p^  ^ Figure 14. In a
reÿe^ch^mote in .j : h e b f  'the Physical Society, 
'1964 we ^ ma^è} ÿhe fqli<#l% simpllfy^ ^^  ■
cticmS' . X - " -/ " ' ^
^  thW
f apt /that ordèhing » 1$ knbmi p:iCpehiTneht
. hcco%)^ ahied" %  :d of ; yôiumè . àhd ' D
corresponding to^the fact that:the frequehcies: in most 
di ht dmic ; systems : :ahd-:' of :-the ; e a me order of magnitude v ‘ i We 
stated that 'V^^A .had^td'he^{greater thah\D(r;: f- r^)--in'' „.
ph^rX"tp: phtaihythe peguired dieti%lhutiph; ÀB.^
At the: ahspldt^ g d h W n t  ig: top: ht0#^^
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as can be seen from the following considerations. It is 
:'@,on%nlent to introduce the quantity m defined by -
: ■/: } :r%::%;#Mr. r ■ . ; /v
;;Thus;: in t erms : of t he y ter m- we :have :
Vand e^ation' 8#'4: hepbëe;W  ^ - -y/'':,/ % ■
: r. - "■':/ . -.■■/'l-ir!\ ' ' ,: .•8.5
j
,:'::Wp::;pee from e:^à11 gh^ -8):6i't^ at- as> the temperature ' 
\r.aised^  gerpj.'tp:\.;:ih^  ;( #  going%from 0 to go ) m- "
increases "frpm : the" yh:^ zéro and approaches the value 1/p
pg'greatest disorderghas^ B-B pairs as it/
-has or :The: quantity 1 -t/^m.% '
positive :•._ its least value. is :,equal to G -when^# ; {Thus
we' must have- 0 and hahoe the' cphdition that the 
'^quantity V 4 , . : t '' satisfÿ. is VT- - V > 0. f:;■ .-.t;—' ■ - ‘p. - T'Y f'' " O , O ;
' We{;have uspd:h'#ia t i on ; 8 d' d^'alculat e m as a function
Figure 15
of X for the case 0 = 9. With this value of 0 and values 
of B, Pj , to he expected from data ahout potential 
energy functionsi V* - V turns out to he ( at most ) of 
the order,"of^-*'l'_,e 1 cdtrbn volts, which seems a reasonable
value ( c.f. Nix and Shockley 1938. )
Nr + N(r - r )m 2 1 2 ^, -Th^  ^lengtli ^  is given hy L
aridCitls vàriafipny-^ is shown in Figure 15.
The rate of change of L with temperature is given hy the
= ^-' N(r^ - r )(drn/dT) ©c dm/dx
■ 1 . 9 r : " ' . / ■ ■ ..
on T is shown in Figure 13h
e:specific heat at constant pressure, 0 , is found 
from the'; relation ,G v ~ i( d8/dT ) to he
0È' ~Nk( S~Sm ) ( drr/dx ).
variation of ; 0 with T is shown also on Figure 13c 1 It- ■■'■ :. ' ■ P
18^ peeh from a ppmpar1son of curves a and h of Figure ,1^  
that'there is not a great deal of difference between the 
.W  considered. ( We should of course
81ate here < thati tp ph ta in the best comparison of the two 
curyesv;;We hàve^ ; mul the .ordinate l/X of the first
mpdeh andrthe^^^W (x/coshX)^ hy "419. This
ehsures that : the- maxima;of the two curves have the same 
valTipj and 6^  'the' same value of the ordinate. )
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Ài%%pügh the specific heat is no longer proportional to
was the case in our first model the two curves
13h hhd 13c àhè?still very-similar and the maxima of G„^
and dh/dT occur 'd'È approximately^’the'^ isame temperature. % We
therefore^expect a similar behaviour ; in'thd case of a two- 
pr: %reer-dim^^ substitutional^ alipy a disoontin-
ÛÏ the : expansion coefficient corresponding to the
disdbnti inf.the specific .heat.
-^ "'fh/is cf<'Spme;\:imp%M^ -
pf ' 8i m p l É f ; aséumgt 1^ which we have made. Firstly
we note that varying thè: 9 will ,not cause any
significant change provided it does not approach the value 
zero too closely. The main effect of varying 9 is to 
change thé temperà^t^  ^ {Reduqing^ ^^  the value
% apprdpriiih^ ^^  to h valup:^ ^^ % , that :
that m increases more rapidly with temperature the . smaller 
9 is* This is as we should expect since a small value of 
dmpldes a sitali value of^  Vi ahd: the smaller thikv ;;
cjcantity is" &  it is to form Â-A and B-B pairs’
f : % i r 8 % '.- ■
■ 8BeG#io-^ : is givëïi .Tpy \g-^ pg ( 5+1^8?)) %
rthe'iarger ;:{irplueh:'o;fi(^^^^
to dm/dx, and :eveh;,for the smaller values of 9 the presence 
of the term 1 in the factor \(9tlg-$^ to :
ensure h reasonable degree of proportionality in the
av/
Vo
3
Figure 16.
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i; of ; , naWly- near"i)he3 inax :since3tlie ^  :
maximum of &K(^ clx 'obôür8 f o r â^îl; valiieÉ* ml ^
Tliè/slmpï^
^gën^âWÿ%r#^ twâ -:
d o W m t ï W ^ ^  If^ we:  ' . BB ; ' -
9r;3-/ A ■ ■
¥■BB %  + ;D(r - % )
2B.
we find
\+VBB -
ivaliie ë ciual\: tb -(ry: .,+V^  )/2; '+ i^vr. ~r^.r: ,., - -■ ■ -■ ■ ■ :■ V , -: _%A; ■ ■ B' :. - %  ^A-'-^' B:
which is a par alpôl io;^  j^6€ent i ai : :ëz%èrgÿ:' func f îoh W  t h 3 minimum
4^,: occurring at the
V8; Thus #ë . may:: c.ohBidërA V^ :'ahd%.:rÿ \'àë;A: '
repres ènt ing :thë s e twbj (^aht 11 îë s ? f ëspe 613ÿ\rëlÿ? One 'Wpüld . 
expect intu 11ively thàt the funetïôn^V ëhould lie between 
the A n e  t V . . and V. _ and the condition %0 is a
restriction oh its pOsition. Hehee> • if thé ordered state 
ABABÀB. * i Si tp bé t thé e millibhihm. s ta -
zèrb> the m 6f : ;t hë^ pp.t ehtf al:" epërgy A n e  t ion must
1ieYbelbW thp m pf the average of the AA and BB
potëhtiàl ehef^ ï^  Fi^hè ;lè"'shows one possible
arrangement which fulfils this requirement.
" ' the :hithatiohi;is more complicated in- the case « i
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where ^ # D , although we can still replace:theB
quantity (V^.+V^^)/2 hy a parabolic potential energy
1Anction + D ’(r ~ r^  )^ . The following* equations are
easily verified.
D' = (D^+Dg)/2,
If now we put D'/D = 0, (V^-V^)/i D(r - r ^ j  = ©, and 
r = r^ + m(r^-r^), we find from equation 2,4
X ^ -h 0 ^ 20m -h (0-1 )m^ 2,6Inline l~m)/mj
A( We note that equation 2.5 is a special ease of equation 
2.6 obtained by putting 0 = 1 .  ) One would expect 0 to be 
not very different from unity so that the term (0^1 )m^ in 
the numerator will be much smaller than the other terms 
and since, in the case of the linear lattice, there is no 
transition which might be affected by the presence of this 
term we did not think it worthwhile to carry out numerical 
calculations for values of 0 other than unity. Equation 
2.6, however, gives us the conditions which the quantities 
9 and 0 must obey in order that the system should show the 
required variation with temperature and as we shall need 
these conditions in subsequent chapters we derive them here.
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Since'the equilibrium state at the absolute zéro is to 
be the arrangement ABABAB.,. we have at once 9 >0. The 
interparticle spacing in this state is r and so m = 0 at 
T = 0. As the temperature is raised from 0 tow, m increases 
from 0 to the value which makes the divisor lnJ0(l‘-m)/m} 
equal to zero, that is, to the value 0/(lt0), the inter- 
particle spacing being then equal to (0r^ + rg )/( 1+0). For 
all values of m between 0 and 0/(l+0) the numerator of 
equation 2.6 must remain positive, since x is proportional 
to T and ln|0(l-m)/m] is positive, and since it decreases 
as m increases its least value will occur at the maximum 
value of m, that is, when m = 0/(l+0). It follows, there­
fore, that if the system is to change from thé state 
ABABAB..• at the absolute zero to a state'in which there 
are as many A-A and B-B pairs as there are A-B pairs at 
the highest temperatures we must hâve
e + i0(1-0)]A  (1+0)^] > 0. 2.7
It is easily verified that this is just the condition that 
y; + D-(r-r,)S > y^ H- D(r-rgf, or (V^+Vgg)/8 > y^^ for
all values of r from r^ to (0r^ + )/( 1+0) inclusive.
Since 9 > 0 the above inequality is automatically satisfied 
for values of 0 less than unity# For the values of 0 which 
.are greater than unity the above condition is a more 
stringent one than 9 > 0. Figure 17 shows the cases that
2 m ax
AB
V
2
Figure 17a,
max
AAV BBAB
Vi
Vr.
Figure 1Tb
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can arise when 0 > 1. In Figure 17a the potential energy
curves are so placed that the condition 9.7 is satisfied,
and in this case r_ ( = I0r^ + r^ )/f l+g() ) lies to thernsix X ^
left of the point of intersection of the two curves. It is
clear from the figure that in this case A-B pairs are
energetically more favourable than A-A or B-B pairs for
all values of the interparticle spacing "between r^ and
r . In Figure 17b on the other hand the condition 2.7 is max
not satisfied and r^^^ lies to the right of the point of 
intersection of the two potential energy curves. In this 
case there are values of r for which A-A and B-B pairs are 
energetically more favourable than A-B pairs leading to a 
possible phase separation. In this case, of course, we 
should have to define our parameter, m, somewhat 
differently in order to obtain the complete description of 
the variation of the interparticle spacing with the 
temperature. The following work, however, will be concerned 
only with systems in which unlike pairs are energetically 
favoured at all values of the temperature.
: . gg
III .
T m  SIMPLE CUBIC Am. BODY-CEWRED CUBIC LATTICES
1 In this chapter we consider an assembly of A 
a t oras and ’N/ 2 B at oms o c cupy i ng the sites mf a s  imp! e 
cubic or body-centred cubic lattice. We assume-thht’the 
equilibrium state at the absolute zero is that in which 
all the nearest neighbours of the A atoms are B atoms and 
vice versa and we use this arrangement to label the' sites 
of the lattice. Thus we have an arrangement of N/2 «-sites 
and N/2 g-sites such that each «-site has z (= 6 or 8) p- 
sitas as its nearest neighbours and vice versa. We define 
the long range order, R, and the short range order, o, as 
in chapter I (pages 19 and 20) and we use the quasi- 
chemical approximation (as described in pages. 19 to 22) to 
obtain the free energy of the system as a function of R 
and o. If we neglect the effect of the lattice vibrations 
and consider only the contributions to the energy arising 
from the nearest neighbour interactions we find, for the 
energy, E, of the system the expression (see page 20)
B = (W8)((V.. + - 0(V^ + V33 - SV^)].
The first approximation is to assume that the quantities
V. , the nearest neighbour potential energies AA BB AB
associated with A-A, B-B and A-B pairs respectively, are 
constant and with this assumption it has been shown that
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the quasi-chemical approximation gives a second order 
transition* We wish to investigate what changes, if any, 
occur in the transition temperature and in the nature of 
the transition when we let and depend on the
lattice spacing and hence on the temperature.
We assume, as in the previous chapter, that the depen­
dence of the interparticle potential energies on the 
lattice spacing, r, is sufficiently well represented in 
the region of interest by the expressions
VAA V + D (r - r* )^ , VA A A BB
\
V + D (r - r )2B B B
2
Since the system with which we are concerned contains 
equal numbers of A and B atoms the quantities and 
occur only in the combination and hence we may
put, without any loss in generality.
^AA = ^BB = + D'(r - r,)S
In order to obtain the required equilibrium state at the 
absolute zero we must have V* > and as most substances
expand when heated we take r. > r , We define parameters 
ra,. 0 and 0 by the relations
r r^ -f- m(r^ -^r^ j), = GD(r^-r^)^, 0 = D//D,
and we find the following expression for ®;
•I , t , j- • . • V.. ' s - - . - r •:•''."*••• J » , •'•«■. '  ^“ . T. •'••■■•* -I'  ^ *■ ’"■ ;■
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E = (Hz/4)(V^+V^)
+ (Nz/4)D(i'^ -r^ )®[,?i-2JZ(nn-(^ +l)m® - al9+0-20m+(0~l)'aPl].
Inserting this value of' E in the expression for the free 
energy, F, derived by the guasi-chemical method in chapter 
I (page 29) gives us the free energy of the system as a 
function of R, o and m and hence enables us to calculate 
R, o and m (i.e. r) as functions of the temperature, T, It 
is convenient to use the variable x = kl/|2D(r^-r^) |o
rather than just T, and to use defined by
F' = [F - (Rz/4)(v^+VQ)]/EzD(ri-r^)21 "o
in place of F. Thus after simplification we find 
P' = (l/4)l0-20m+i0+l}m^ - al9+0-20m+i(;0-l}m^ ]]
- x[(2/z)ln(s) + Kz-l)/zH (l-i-R)ln(l-i-R,) +(l-fi)ln(l-R)l -j 
-(l/8)(l-o)ln(l-o) - (l/4)(l+2R+o)ln(l+2H+o)
(1/4)(l~2E+o)ln(1-2R+0)] 3.1
We how obtain the. equilibrium values of R, a and m as 
functions of the temperature by minimising F* with respect 
to these three parameters. Strictly speaking we should not 
equate 9F VSm to zero since 9Fi/9m = (9F*/9v )(dv/dm) where 
V is the volume of the system. Now 9F^/9v = - p where p is 
the pressure oh the system. In this case p is just the
I': . ...X '
' atmospheric ; pressure- aiid from the present point of view 
this is negligible compared to the other terms involved. 
Thus we have
■ BP'/SR = 0 = - x[i(z-l)/z]lnKl+R)/(l~H)?
- ( l / s ) ln î ( l+ 2 R + o ) / ( l - 2 R + G ) ? ]  3 .2
: B P ' /9 o = 0 ==' -  ( l / 4 ') j© + / - 2 /m + X / - l ) m ^ |
- (x/4)lnf(l-o)^/(l+2E+o)(l-2R+o)J 3.3
BP Yam = 0 = - (l/4) [-2/+2(/+l)m - cj|-2)2(+2 (/,-l )m } ] \ 3.4
It is not practical to solve these three equations 
directly to- obtain R, o and m as functions of x. It is
■ moat convenient; to take R as the independent variable and 
to calculate o, m and as functions of R. Equation 3,2
’0 = ■ ;2R(z+l )/(2-1 ) - 1, Z = I ( 1+E■)/(I'-E 3.5
Equation 3.4 gives
m = j^ (,l-q)/[l+d+jZf'^ l-d) ). 5.6
Sixbstituting this valuer of m into equation-:3.5 gives 
. ' : 0 + 0i (l+o)^ gf( 1-g }/? 14o-t^ (l-o). B  • .
" B l T d Â a W f Ï . 2 R 4 . 0 y (i : o j T  ' /
If wo "had not .included the .vdlUmO; dependence of the inter-
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particle potential energies we would have obtained instead 
of equation 3.7 the expression
X = ©/lnr(l+SR+o)(l-2R+o)/(l-o)^3
the solution of which gives the curves of Figure 3a#
We used equation 3.5 to calculate o as a function of R 
for the two cases z ~ 6 and z = 8, letting R range from G 
to 1 in steps of .01, and then evaluated the quantity
M = In!(l+SR+a)(l-SR+o)/(l-a)^f
(and also t = l/M).
2 The case 2 = 6.
As H decreases from 1 to 0 o decreases from 1 to .2 and 
M decreases from oo to ln(2.25). At temperatures above the 
transition temperature the long range order is always zero 
and the state of the system is characterised by the value 
of the short range order. Hence, for temperattires above the 
transition temperature, we use o as the independent 
variable for the purposes of calculation and the quantity 
M becomeB
M = (2)ln?(l+o)/(l-o)3 .2 » o >  0 .
In this range M decreases from ln(2.2S) as o decreases 
from .2 and tends to zero as o tends to zero. M is always 
positive and, since x must always be positive, we must
oc
Figure 18a
J)
Figure 18b
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have the condition 
© + l0(,l-0)]/\(l+0)^] > 0.
This is just the condition which was found in chapter II 
(equation 9.7), and discussed therein. We evaluated x as a 
function of R in the range 1 > R >0, and as a function of 
o in the range R = 0, .9 ^ o 0 for a series of values of 
9 and 0 which satisfied this condition# 9 took the values
0, .1, .5, 1, 1.1, 1,5, 2, 2.5, and 0 took the values .5,\.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2. We found that for most pairs of values 
of 9 and 0 the variation of R with x was no longer of the 
form shown in Figure 3a but had changed to the form shown 
in Figure 18a. This form has a range of values of x for 
which there are two values of R (other than R - O) satis- 
fying 6FY9R = 0.
If we use equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 we can write the 
free energy in the convenient form
F' = e/4 + (0/2)(l+a)^/ll+a+0(l~a)]^
x[(l/3)ln(2) + (5/6)ln(l-R®) - In(l-o)]. 5.8
For temperatures at which there is no long-range order 
present we would have, instead of equation 3.8,
F' = e/4 + (0/2)(l+a)^/{l+a+0(l-o)],S
x[(l/3)ln(2) - In(l-a)]. 3.9
We evaluated the free energy as a funetion of x using 
equation 3.8 for the range 1 )> R ^ 0 and using equation 
3.9 for the range R = 0 ,  . 2^0"^ 0. A typical variation 
of P* with X is shown in Figure 18h. The parts of the free 
energy curve marked AB and BG are obtained from equation 
3.8 and correspond to the regions AB and BC of the graphs 
of R and a versus x, and the part CD is obtained from 
equation 3.9 and corresponds to the region GD of the graph 
of o versus x. Figure 18b shows that for values of x less 
than the value corresponding to the point B the state of 
lowest free energy is that for which R lies between 1 and 
R^, and for higher values of x the state of lowest free 
energy is that for which R = 0. Thus the variation of R and 
o with X will be the following. As the system is heated from 
very low temperatures R and o will decrease smoothly until 
X reaches the value corresponding to the point B on the 
free energy curve. At this temperature R will .suddenly 
decrease from some finite value to zero and o will decrease 
to some value between .8 and zero. As the temperature is 
raised still further R will remain equal to zero and a 
will gradually tend to zero. The temperature corresponding 
to the point B is thus the transition temperature.
Since m is dependent on a and since o is discontinuous 
at the transition temperature (at x ) there will be a dis­
continuity in m, and hence in the volume of the system, r-at
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X - Xq * There will also be a discoritinuity in the ; energy 
of the system at x = Xq. Thus the inclusion of-the volume 
change effect can alter the nature of the transition, 
giving a first order instead of a second order transition.
We have calculated the values of x^ for various pairs of 
values of 0 and 0, and these are set forth in Table I on 
page 46. It can be seen from this table that the larger 
values of 0 tend to reduce the effect of including:the 
volume changes in the model. This is what one might expect 
as the larger the value of 0 for a given value of' the 
larger is the quantity Vg-Vg and the smaller : in proportion 
is the contribution of the variable part of thé quantity
^o '^^o sufficiently large thé system will 
behave as though the energy difference ^^re
essentially constant and, as mentioned earlier, a second 
order transition will result. We show in Figure 19a the 
variation of Xq with 0 for constant 0, and in Figure 19b 
the variation of x^ with 0 for constant 0. The variation 
is not far from linear, especially in the Xq versus 0 case.
We denote by the value of the long range order just 
below the transition temperature and by o_^-and the 
values of the short range order just below and just above 
the transition temperature. The values of for the 
various pairs of values of 0 and 0 are set down in Table II 
on page 47, and/the values of o_ and are set down in

5<r
3
t
OCc
O
Figure 19"b
©TABLE I
X vs © and 0 for z = 6
0 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.85 1.60
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8.00
0.0 .565
0.1 .478
0;5 .918
.469
.575
1.008
For these values of © and 0 the
condition © > 0(0-l)/(l+0)^.656 is not satisfied.
1.076 1.161 1.181 1.867
1.0 1.607 1.559 1.610 1.654 1.696 1.767
1.1 1.688 1.674 1.718 1.761 1.800 1.868
1.5 8.1196
8.0 8.7660
8.169 8.164 8.191 8.888 8.877
8.741 8.741 8.748 8.760 8.
8.5 6.6586,. 6.6569 6.665 6.681 6.315 3.681
(For these pairs of values of © and 0 the nature of 
the transition is unaltered.)
 : ^  ^  " mX-
r 'T
TABLE II
R_ vs 9 and 0 for z = 6.
. >vl
0 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.95 1.50 9.00G
0.0 .956
0.1 .898
0.5
1.0
1.1
1.5
.715
.459
.550
.0
9.0 .0
9.5 .0
975
.969
.874
.756
707
566
.500
.0
.989
.938
.858
.841
758
.699
490
.967
.990
908
.858
.765
.650
.959
944
.909
850
.779
999
.981
.977
961
955
.887
" ■ * 1\ '
» .  . . . . . . . .  . . .  . _
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T.ABLE III
vs 9 and 0 for z = 6,
o.
00 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.95 1.50 9.00
0.0 .885 .955.199 .058
0.1 .894 .994 .964.156 .106 .069
0.5 .581 .786 .887 .958 .965 .984.199 .175 .154 .198 .107 .075
1.0 .555 .605 .764 .859 .919 .965.1994 .195 .181 .169 .156 .155
1.1 .988 .579 .740 .859 .898 .957.1998 .194 .185 .175 .169 .140
1.5 .9 .454 .659 .764 .841 .997.9 .198 .195 .186 .178 .169
9.0 .9 .964 .486 .640 .769 .879.9 .1996 .198 .194 .189 .178
9.6 .9 .9 .597 .519 .649 .807.9 .9 .1996 .198 .196 .188
' ' ' - . " . \ - r ;
 ^ \ "x: '49
Table III on page 48. From these tables .we-see,that, for 
given values of 0^ an increase in 0 gives Ipwef value's of 
and of o_ and higher values of o^. Thus the, magnitude 
of the change of order of the system at the transition 
temperature is smaller the larger is the quantity 9.
Tables II and III provide quantitative evidence of the 
general tendency towards a second order transition with 
increasing 9 which was noted in. connection with: Table. I.
The variation of R_, o_ and o^ v/ith can be understood 
as follows. Consider the two systems defined by the inter- 
particle potential energies
1) - V. * . Vgg . Vi + ;
\ b  " \  * V  " ’'bb ■
where T>^  > D*, and hence 0j^  > 0^* The energies of the two 
systems can be written in the form (using equation 5.6)
B = (Nz/4)(V^+V^)J
"f (N2/4)l)(r^-rQ)^[- Go + ,(l~o)(l+o) 1/1,1+ot^. (l”~o) ] ]t) M
When hoth systems are in the same state of order (i.e. 
characterised hy the same value of o) the difference in 
energy is given hy
( Nz/4 )D ( r -r Q ) ^ ( 1-0 ) (1+0 ) ® )
r1+0+^.(1-0)j{1+o+^g(1-0)Î
y-.. - - \ , 50 .
It follows, therefore, that the system» v/ith the larger 
value of 0 has the greater energy for any given state of 
order and, as this energy is supplied in the form of heat, 'i 
it will he at the higher temperature. Conversely, at. any 
given temperature the system with the larger value of 0
A’.lwill have the greater degree of order. It is seen from 
Figure 19a that the transition temperature changes only *^
slightly, with 0 (especially for the larger values of 0) so 
that the change of order at the transition poiht should he 
greatest for the greatest values of 0, as is found to he 
the case* - - .
We wished also to calculate the expansion coefficient, 
(9v/0T)/v * We have
(av/0T)/v = [a(Nr®)/0T]/(Nr®) ■
' ■
- [^(r^-rQ)/(r^+m(r]^-r^)i](0nv^ 0l). J
XISince we have neglected the effects of applied pressures -1’
we may replace 9ni/aT hy dîVdT. Also we may neglect the 
variation of the factor {r^ +m(r^ "-r^ ) i compared with the 
variation of the factor dir/dT since (r— r^) will he small /
compared to r (see page l). Finally, since x is directly xii
proportional to T, we have
' . ' -
(8v/0T)/v DC dm/dx. ' 5.10 Ï ";K|
IEquation 3.7 can Tde written as follovfe;
v . ' , ' .X
Flgu.re 80
' : Gi
X = (© +ÿ)/M, ^ = 0l{l+af - 1-0 j/; l+o+0( 1-0 ) j ^ ,
whence we find
do/dx = M/Hd^/do) - x(dM/do) ). 8.11
Also from equation 5.6 we have
aVao = - 20/il+a+0(l-a)l^. s. 18
We calculated the quantities do/dx and dm/do given hy 
equations 5,11 and 3.18 for the values of H and o used in 
the previous calculations, and in this way obtained dm/dx 
(= dm/do.do/dx) as a function of x for each pair of values
of the parameters 9 and We found generally that the
variation of dn/dx with x was as shown in Figure 80. This 
anomalous expansion coefficient will, of course, be super­
imposed on the normal expansion coefficient of which we 
have taken no account in this chapter. In general the 
anomalous expansion will be very much smaller than the 
normal expansion for the greater part of the temperature 
range and for this reason we have not thought it necessary 
to give here our detailed results on the variation of 
dm/dx with x. We would, however, expect an observable 
effect in the region of the transition temperature below 
which dm/dx shows a rapid increase followed, as x passes 
x^ , by a sudden decrease to a much lower value. We have 
calculated the change in dn/dx across x^ for the various
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values of 9 and 0 and the results are set forth In Table 
IV on page 53. From this table we see that the change in 
the expansion coefficient at the transition temperature 
depends strongly on the energy difference Vi-V^ and on the 
relative slopes of the potential energy curves. In systems 
which show first order transitions the magnitude of the 
change is greatest when V * is greatest and wheh the 
ratio D*/D is least. This follows since, when the trans­
ition is a first order one, the effect of increasing 9 is 
to give a smaller value of and the smaller value of 
corresponds to a steeper part of the curve of o versus x 
(Figure 18a). Increasing 0 has just the opposite effect.
For the pairs of values of 9 and 0 which give a second 
order transition (i.e. 0 ^  .5, 9 = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 0 = 
.75, 9 2.5 ) the behaviour is reversed. Here the main
effect of increasing 9 is to increase the temperature 
scale and a given change in o (and hence in m) takes place 
over a greater range of x. Also, since the system with the 
greater value of / has a greater value of o at any given 
temperature and since, in the case of systems with second 
order transitions, the transition temperature depends 
mainly on 9 and only very slightly on it follows that 
the slope of the o versus x  curve just above x^ (the value 
of 0 at X being now always .2) must increase as 0 
increases, and hence the change in dn/dx increases as 0
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0?ABIiE IV
(dnv^ dx)_ - (drq/dx)^  vs 6 and. 0 for z = 6
0 0.50 0.75 1.00 1,85 1.50 8.008
0.0 .345 .138
0.1 .678 .808 .111
0.5 1.67 ,638 .899 .163 .094 .047
1.0 5.19 1.33 .665 .377 .837 .108
1.1 8.15 1.57 .750 .430 .870 .118
1.5 4.94 8.61 1.14 .655 .436 .80S
8.0 1.38 9.74 8.16 1.09 .716 .338
8.5 .799 3.63 5.82 8.01 1.16 .539
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;'p - .4 . . ' y' . /À' - ^
We: pan obtain a - roUgh est imate bf the 'magnïtn#b -of the
volume changé" effèot: as .fô^ToweOpneider the--c^ àae! ÿf - 1,
0 = 1*5, for< which we have %: =' 8.16. a n d . . 1,14*
The transition temperatures met with in-practice- are of the 
order of 700-À and hence, ' from the- definition- of x>. we have
D(r_ -r^ )^  = (kT^/Sx^) ^  *014 ey,
; and hence * 681 ey> which seems a reasonable value*
Thus this combination of values of 0 and /vmxght-welh be 
realised in the case of an alloÿ with a first order trans­
ition, We find in this Case
(av/9T)/v ^  3(8.16/700)(l.l4:Xr^-r(^VrQ^ lp'^%/dègree,
since (r^-r^)/r^ is of the order of one per rent* The 
coefficient of volume expansion:of. a typical-metal,''copper 
say, is about .6(10"^-) per degree at-room temperature-and 
-increases only slightly with temperature* Ifvwe^^asëume that 
the normal.and anomalousieffects are additive^ Pup; mod 
gives the result that the change in the expahsibh coeffic­
ient of a binary substitutional^alloy;AB/at Ihe transition 
temperature is comparable with the normal exp^sion ooeff- 
ipients of its cohstîtuént metals* Of ; course,: t%^^^v^
:set' down 'in Thble W) are bbtaihed from thb slopeshbf the m )
versus x curves taken at one point on the curves and will
' . . 5Ô
be appreciably larger than any experimental value obtained 
by measuring the change in volume over a finite range of 
temperature. Also, because of the existence in an actual 
crystal of out-of-step domains of finite size which grow 
at the expense of one another during ordering or dis­
ordering, the transition is never Infinitely , sharp. The 
spreading of the transition over a small but finite range 
of temperature will also tend to reduce the change in the 
expansion coefficient, Notwithstanding these reductions, 
however, the volume change effect will still be consider­
able.
Another quantity of interest is the specific heat at
constant pressure, 0 . We haveP
Op = T(d8/dT) = x(d8/dx)
= x[(a8/aR)(dB/dx) + (a8/8o)(do/dx)].
The entropy, 8, is given by the expression 8 =s k.ln[w(H,0 )l 
and we use the quasi-chemical value of W(R,a) appearing on 
page 28. We note that the condition 9F/9R = 0 reduces to 
&8/9R = 0 since B does not involve R, Finally, by using 
equation 3.7 to simplify the resultant expression for 
as/00, we obtain Cp in a form suitable for,calculation:
Op = - (5m/4)(9 +ÿ)(do/dx) .16
We found generally that the variation of Cp, with x is
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TABLE V
(Op_ - )/(Hk) vs © and for z = 6
0 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.85 1.50 8.00©
0.0 .67 .33
0.1 1.03 .48 .88
0.5 3.58 1.45 .78 .41 .85 ,13
1.0 13.9 3.67 1.81 1.01 .68 .26
1.1 88.5 4.58 8.18 1.18 .72 .30
1.5 16.3 8.57 3.69 8.08 1.88 .54
2.0 5.88 36.5 8.07 3.90 2.43 1.01
8.5 4.17 ' 16.0 84.7 8.28 4.63 1.85
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quite similar to the variation of dm/dx with x shown in 
Figure SO, the dominant factor in “both these quantities 
being do/dx. In Table V on page 56 we have,set down the 
change in specific heat at the transition temperature. It 
is seen that A(Op)/M is strongly dependent on the inter- 
particle forces in contrast with the normal quasi-chemical 
approximation which gives the unique value of (l.7B)k per 
particle independent of the size of the quantity 
The variations in Table V follow in the same way as those 
in Table IV.
3 The case z = 8.
In this case we find from equation 3.6 that as R tends 
to zero o tends to the value 1/7. Using equation 3.7 we 
evaluated x as a function of H for the range 1 b R 3- 0 and 
as a function of a for the range R = 0, 1/7 ^ o ^ 0. We 
did not use such a large selection of variables 0 and / as 
in the case z = 6 since we expected the two cases to be 
very similar. In fact, for most pairs of values of 0 and /. 
the variation of R and o with x was again that shown in 
Figure 18a and the transition temperatures had to be found 
by comparing the free energies
'vS
F ’(E) = ©/4 + (0/8 ) ( 1+0 ) V11+o+jZf ( 1-0 ) r
- x[(l/4)ln(s) + (7/8)ln(l-H®) - In(l-G)], 1^R>0,
and
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TABIB VI
x« vs 0 and 0 for z
0.50
.638
1.00
.878
8.
1.50
0.5 1.257 1.449 1.583
1.0
1.5
2.0
00
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.078
2.937
3.806
2.192
2.966
3.773
TABLE VII
R_, vs 0 and 0 for z = 8 o.
0.50
.904, .827 .106
.731, .580 .136
.473, .322 .142
.0 .1429. 1429
.0 .1429.1429
1.00
.982, .966 .040
.939, .888 .104
.863, .763 .128
.762, .618 .137
.622, .455 .141
2.294
3.021
3.773
1.50
.982, .'965 .074
.952, .910 .110
.909, .835 .126
.848, .739 .134
' '  ' .... .V
TABLE VIII
(dïï/clx)_ - (dn/dx). V8 G and 0 for z = 8*
G
0.1
0.5
0.50
.426
1.07
1.00
094
233
1.50
69
083
1.0 2.79 .467 .184
1.5 7.80 790 322
2.0
00
0.1
1.20 1.66
TABLE IX
631
(Cp_ - Gp^)/(Nlc) V8 0 and 0 for z = 8
0.50
.984
1.00
.259
1.50
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.06
9.83
32.6
6.51
.714
1.69
3.37
7.63
.268
.626
1.25
2.39
iÜm ' ' '
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F'(o) = © A  + (0/s)(l+o)V[l+o+0(l"o)}^
x[(l/4)ln(s) -, In(l-o)], > 1/7 > o > 0
The variation of x. with 9 and / is shown in Table VI on 
page 58. A comparison with Table I shows that for any 
given pair of values of 9 and};j3\ the ptr ana it ion temperature 
is higher in the body-centred than in the simple cubic 
case- Indeed/this must be so since- they tendency towards 
order is enhanced by increasing.the number of nearest 
neighbours per atb# ^  energy must be supplied
to destroy the order.
In Table VII we have set down the values of and •
o, for the various values of 9 and In most cases the 
values of R_'are almost equal to the corresponding values , 
appearing in Table II. Thus when the transition is of the 
first br deh'yf bhe<'v hlue ? ; of {/t he -long range order just below ■ 
the transition temperature depends only slightly on ' 
whether the lattice is simple cubic or body-centred cubic\ 
depends directly on z through equation 3.5 but the 
dependence turns out to be slight (e.f. Table III),
We used equations 5.11 and 5.12, with the values of M 
and X appropriate to the case z = 8, to calculate do/dx 
and hence dn/dx and 0^. In this case we have, instead of 
equation 3,15, the following equation for 0^:
O p = - m ( 9 ' + ÿ ) ( d o / d x ) .  , '
' ;
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The results were very similar to those obtained for the
’.il- ' . X ; " * ' / v T C l  ■■ - f . y- ■; '•  -I'.-,; —  ■ ; /  - “:T; ■ ■ .vl.-.'t'ïA’l: ,simple cubic lattice and the. discussion of the results in 
the previous section applies here also. In Tables VIII and 
IX we have set down the change in dm/dx and in 0„ at the 
transition temperature for each pair of values of 9 and 0.
By comparing these tables with Tables TV and V respectively 
we can state the following general rule : If the inter- 
particle potential energy function is given then the $
change in the expansion coefficient (and in the specific r
heat) at the transition.temperature is-smaller for the 
body-centred cubic lattice than for the simple cubic ’ 
lattice, ':
This rule can be understood as follows. Since the value 
of for given 9 and 0 is greater for the case z = 6 than 
for the case z = 6 and since o_ is not signlficantly 
changed then the magnitude of do/dx (x < x^) is smaller 
for 2 = 8  than for z = 6 - and therefore both dm/dx and Op
will be smaller for the larger value of z. ' The change in • -r-
dm/dx at x^ is almost equal to (dn/dx)^ since (dm/dx)^ 5s 
very much smaller than (dm/dx)_ (and similarly for AOp) 
so that the general rule follows*
The only tabulated exception to this rule occurs in the 
column / = ,6 for the value 9 = 1.5, and this exception 
can be explained as follows- For both z = 6 and z = 8 the 
transition is a first order one when 9 is small/ the
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magnitude- of the change in R and in a which occurs at the 
transition temperature decreases as 0 increases and 
eventually the transition becomes a second order one. The 
value of 0 (9 say) for which this change in the nature of 
the transition occurs lies between 1 and 1.5 when / has 
the value ,5* We have already noted'(page 52) that (dm/dx)_ 
increases as 9 increases to 9\ and decreases thereafter.
In the case z = 6 the value of 9^  is sufficiently below
1,5 for a considerable decrease in (dm/dx)_ to have taken 
place by the time 0 has increased from 9* to 1*5, In the 
case z = 8, however, since 9* is somewhat nearer the value 
1*5, the resultant decrease in (dm/dx)_ will be smaller*
In fact the difference in the values of 9^(z=6) ahd 9*(z=8) 
is sufficient to ensure that, When 9 = 1*5, (dm/dx)_ is 
greater for 2 = 8  than for 2 = 6. There will, of course, 
be a range of values of 9 about the value 1.5 for which 
this condition will hold. Similarly there are values of 9 
which satisfy this condition for the other values of /. In 
ail cases, however, the range of values of 9 for which the 
rule/quoted on the previous page is not obeyed is only a 
small fraction of the total possible range of 9.
We see from Table IX that the change in specific\heat at 
the transition temperature depends strongly on the 
parameters describing the inter-particle forces* This Is 
in contrast to the result obtained by applying the quasi-
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chemical .approximation to a body-centred cubic alloy of 
cbmpbëitioh AB with constant inter-par tide potential 
energies. In that case the change- in specific heat dt the 
transition temperature is, l.YOB.k per particle independent 
of the magnitude of the quantity.
4 Qbmparisdn with experiment.
■ We .shall novf.apply our results to the case of ah alloy 
which'has been extensively studied  ^ namely to the case of 
p-brass. Strictly speaking the phase range of j3-rbrass 
extends only over the range of composition from 46.8 to 
48.9/atomic per cent of zinc. As is usual, however, in the 
theoretical : discussion of this alloy from ,the point : of 
view of the order-disorder effect we shall neglect this 
small deviation from.the ideal composition and consider g- 
brass to consist of equal numbers of copper and- zinc atoms 
arranged on a body-centred cubic lattice.
We do not have sufficient information to enable us to 
write down explicitly the quantities VC ... and
VOuZn
ZhZn
• We could obtain values of the atomic radii, from X-r
ray data ( though even: here there is a difficulty ; in -that 
theizihc lattice, whidh is classified as hexagonal close- 
packed, possesses an.exceptionally large axial ratio and 
..thua does not correspond to the hexagonal clôseTphôking of 
j spheres) but there ls.no direct way of finding well- 
defined values for the other parameters. As far as. Our
a
/k
. .'A
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calculations are concarned, however, we require to know 
only those parameters which describe the Ou-%n potential 
energy function relative to the average of the Ou-Cu and 
Zn-%n potential energy functions, that is, 9, 0 and r^ ,-r . 
What we have done therefore is to use the experimental 
data on p-brass to obtain reasonable values of these three 
quantities and, with these values, to show that there 
results a consistent agreement with experiment.
The relevant experimental data are listed underneath:
1) p-brass exhibits a second order transition/ the long 
range order decreases smoothly as the temperature is 
raised, reaches the value zero at T = 742°A, and remains 
at this value above T^  ^ .
2) There is an anomalous specific heat which rises sharply 
as T approaches T -and suffers a.discontinuous decrease as 
T passes T^ . The drop in specific heat at T has been 
found by Sykes and Jones ^) to be about 5.k per particle. 
S) It has been shown (e.g. Steinwehr and Schulze, Phys. 
Zeits., 55, 1934, 385) that there is no discontinuity in 
the volume at T but that the expansion coefficient shows 
a sharp peak at T^  followed by a discontinuous drop as T 
passes through T^ .
The first of these facts gives us an indication as to 
the values which we must assign to 9 and 0* We see that 
most of the values appearing in Tables VI..#IX could not
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tb - the\ bai^ b 'of Rbbraaa .values of 0;
; there glyeVfIrst order :trWei t ions.. The acttiah valhes of 0 
':-"eAd\#\uee/i and p = 1.
^e ' exÿé^df/1]# 8lbPe s - of ^the tw6 potènti àl : energy ourlés ;
similar. The value of 4.6 for 9 ,was chosen "to give agree­
ment : with t h e v a l u e  :\6f ; 6^.:!?: ÿëV.iPart icle'Kf or : ■ 
the: change in specificy heat at; the transi'tIbn : t^ ^^  é.
Haying thus as s igned value s to 9 and we c arriéd. out 
the ealonlations as described in the previous sectiOhs. In 
; T able X on page 66. we hav® : down the values of p. m and
‘ X as functions of R below- the . transItion - tempefatùre and 
:the values of m; and x ; àa : functions of o above the -trans­
ition. t emper atur e. ' In ; this case we ; f ind f or thp/ value 
8 .246 . ' 8in.c e Ta = 742-Ay we have T^/xx = 99..! 0° ; and heno e
-  \ y y - '  ^ V
; which seems to he a reasonable value,. . •
. y The change in: configurâtiohaly energy in going from:, a ' 
state of complete o a state of complete disorder is
- given'by. the/expression ■ .
3(q=0). - E(b=l)]# = 8D(r^-r^r;%# (0+iy^ ^^
= .040 ev when,/y= 1 and 9 = 4.6.
,/T%d .agrees w^^^ with the; experimental value of i 043 ev
TABLE X
6 6
R 0 m X
1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0.99 .9804 .0098 4.160.98 .9615 .0194 4.661.97 .9426 .0287 5.020.96 .9242 .0679 6.298. 96 .9066 .0469 5.526.94 .8886 .0667 5.721.96 .8712 V 064-4 < 6.890.92 .8642 .0729 6.041.91 . .8674 . .0816 6.176.90 .8209 .0895 6.298.86 .7424 .1288 6.776.80 .6699 .1660 7.110.76 .6060 .1986 71669.70 .6416 .2296 7.650.66 .4846 .2677 7.699.60 .4627 .2867 7.818.56 .5864 .5076 7.916.50 .6426 .6287 7.989.46 ;3041 .6480 8.060&40 .2699 .6661 8.099.66 .2699 .6801 8.168.50 .2140 .6950 8.170.26 .1922 .4059 8.194.20 .1744 .4128 8.216.16 .1606 .4197 8.226.10 . 1607 ' .4246 . 8.256.05 . 1448 .4276 8.241.00 . 1429 ;4286 0.246
.14 .46 ê.410.16 . 465 ' 9.042.12 . 44 9.761• 11 .445 10.66.10 y .45 11.71.08 .46 ' ; 14.59.06 .47 19.69
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obtainécL "by- Integrating the anpitalous speoiflo heat' ourve 
(o.f. 8eltz, Modern Theory of Solldsi page 679)/, '
The coefficient .of linear' expaneion, (3, is given by
|3 = (l/r)(\dr/dT) = (x^/T^)((r^-rQ)/r^)(dn/dx^^^^
We may compare our. results with the expérimentale work of 
Steinwehr and Schulze who measured the 1inear expansion 
coefficient of a rod of p-brass over the;:temperature’ range 
from 80°0 to 600°0, Their results wei'e obtained by noting 
the change in length of the specimen: over a considerable 
temperature interval, and the size of the interval" varied 
between 100% and 85%; We have set down in ô.biümn A of 
Table XI the experimental valuè,;Of the linear expansion 
coefficient as a function of the temperature at the. centre 
bf each interval. The. normal linear expansion.coef fie lent 
of p-brass is 19(10"^) per degree at room temperature and 
rises nearly linearly to about 84(10 ^) per degree at 
900°A. In column B of Table XI we have set down: the , 
difference between the total expansion coefficient, which 
is what column A represents, and the normal expansion 
coeff ioient,. The numbers in. column .0 are the caloulated - 
values of dn/dx appropriate to the temperatUre^ :^T' (%xTÿ/x^) 
and column D contains the ratios of the valube/in column 0 
to those in column B. If it is. a good approximation to 
regard the normal thermal expansion and.the^anbmàlbUB
• y  A
TABLE:XI
A B 0; D
ip*. In YA. Total; g* AnomalpUS' 0/ - dh/dx* Éati'ô
666
I
686
685
686
80
88.67 
84,04
88.67 
60.^8 
69,68.
:6
8,3
3,1
7,0
8,6
17.8
"6 ;oô5-y-'ïGQe/io°^
.023 , VOÏO. • ' ' 
.080 .016 ' . ^
186 ' ‘/OSS': 
SSI; > 015 '
f-SC
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(configurational) expansion as additive then, for our 
results to be im agreement!'w experlmentak^ ^^ ^^ ^
numbers in column B:'should be “approximately oohatant. : In 
fact -some of the experimental .points lie a considérable 
distance from the .smooth; curve by - which' St e inwehr hnd 
Schulze represent their/;results so. that the deviations^ 
from cons.tahoy in column B are : not-outwith the iimit s- of * 
thé experimental error*- The. small values: at the: top: of the 
column arise from the uncertainty as'to'the: exact; values 
of the.normal expahsioh:coefficient to be-used Inlfinding 
column. B* Any error in this 'subtraction has its:fgreatest 
effect: at the lower temperatures; We havé therefore taken 
* 015(10 ) as being' the:;;most probable valiie offthefconstant 
and have used this/value to obtain the anomalous expansion 
cdefficieht from the calculated values of dm/dx. Frpm ; 
equation 3,14 we find
= 1/5 £015(10®) J,,
and hence ' .
This; is, the order of ’magnitude to .he expected Toi--thé ■ - 
déviation from-thé rulé"of ,additivity of atomic fadii in 
a ;sph,Stitti;tl.onal alloy.-;, ■ .
Tahle. Xii Shbws the' theoretical anoraaipus expansion
'.r
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qef f le 1 ont ; as à t ion:-bf /the terser à thre/. and the "
result8, and }itho8ë/:'d^  ^^ Steipwehr and #6huize/iare shown 
::gnaphl6ally dh' PlgCinë; _8Ï; - ;Bëlow thé-'trîEiAélt'iont 
thé a^ eemén^ ^^  ^ and.^ e%Pér:!:ment letgqo^ ^^
thé ^ theôré t loal [ véiué 8 f are ihl t S !
\8mâilër\thar^^ "experimental : reéiil^ tsY ànd It:;Ï8'jhqt^ !u^
;'à\températuré" oonslder atér : than. Tx îa reached that
thepé :;is reasonable" agreement-between thé/two. This - . 
^4lscr épancyt (whiéh ; c anno t té : r emoved- mer e ly by/giving s , : 
different 'valuesi to the pahàmétera v9b; andb/Tr^^ be
\dub ;tp: theyf act that any actual* crystal-bphsists bf fbmall 
: gr hihs * While ê pch gr a in will : have - the ?;y aïné p%,R t ànd; of o 
appropriate. to! the température the state "at the %?Mih: .
boundaries wilb be rather compileated and for:T:igreéter 
thahiT^ theré can stiii. be/'re
gr é at ér thân :iz bDhe gré atër md^ of - - the; atoms, àt '
the: higher teitperature8 will tend to: reduce the. .size of - 
aA%:beglonB':'' tW^ ' giylhg- '. a"'valuer tdé% ' ë&ÿ^ë^pn\Yÿ\.. - \ . 
coefficient : whichds higher /than,/ the one calculated: here 
on/ythe aesumption'that/h^^u^^ of order exists in
ail parts of - the specimen. ’ - / •' . . . . >
; iWe have;-àl8Ç -GaicùKated/ tbe:^ ^^ e^^
uélng'ié Va^ythe: remits: ^  as b  : function
of temperature in the last column of Table XII. Again we \
. ob!b#h^ ygood::4jgréeméntbwit'^ ^^  '
üffXtifeiSi
4-
l\D
TABLE XII
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T
578°A
419
468
477
497
644
567
640
680
704
719
789
759
748
748
757
814
878
960
1054
(3
•7 per degree 
1.5 
8.0 ' .
8*4 
8.8 
4*0 
4.7 
8.1 
11,7 
15*6 
19.9 
84* 4 
58*6 
56*8 
*59 
*57 
*49 
*48 
*55 
*89
C / N
* 16.k 
*86 
.50 
*40 
.47 
*65 
*76 
1*88 
1*81 
8.56 
8.95 
5*56 
4.67 
5*15 
.084 
,081 
*069 
*059 
.049 
.041
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below the transition temperature but the calculated values 
above the transition temperature are too small. The 
considerations of the previous paragraph apply here also.
; In,Chapter V we derive an expression for thp bhérgy 6f 
vibration of; an atom at the b entre of - a cell/nndf we ' can 
use that rebult to AM/rité the vibratiohal frequehoyi of the 
individual atonis dh the form '
f = (;l/Sx)(8zP/3M) ( mas 8 of the :at
Knowing: Tçj, and enables us to calculate B
and we find for f the value 18(:l%\^ )! c*p.8V Thi^ ^^  a
little high, is certainly "of the fight order of/magnitude. 
We 0ân compare this result with the value of-f^^^ which 
.appears in the Debye theory of the spec ific he at 6f a
solid. For. obpper has the value-6.8(10 c#p; s. -and' '. . * \ max- /
for zinc f^^% has the- yalue 5 ; 3( 10 ) c. p. s. The/ Value for
brass is> somewhere between these limits. We: cphid-improve 
the agreement by considëring other values of 0 and:/ (the 
value of (r^-r^ )/r^ for f-rbrass" is more "likely to be . 015 
than ..,006^  and the appropriate choice of 0 and #  would ' 
give the larger figure while still giving agreement with 
the data on* the specific heat ahd expansion coefficient) 
but \wh c onsider that : : the : agr e ement obt àlnéd/àboye;,.-!s ample 
illustration of the usë^^lness pf pur' modelv^nd 
not / thought it neoespârÿ to give any further: de here*
It
9. - ■
: ' = '  : " - \ : : - y  - : . : i /  / -ysa
Appendix to Chapter III :
Strictly speaking, when-dealing with à system whose 
volumë is’changing, we should consider the Qihhs fiinction, 
G = T8, f pv, rather than just the free energy, F =
E -,TS. As stated on pages 40 and 41; however, the atmos­
pheric pressure, p, is small enotigh to he neglected in 
comparison with the other terms Involved and" we may show 
this çuântitatively as follows.
V /V/ Nr*'^ = Nr^ -f 3Nr^ ( r^-r^ )m.
' g ' -
/. E + pv = . (Nz/4)D(r^T-rQ).-f ^ 5%^(r )pf^ ':f constant, •
where f_ and f^•are functions of o of the same order of 1 8
magnitude. Usihg the results ohtained. for p-hrass we find - 
that the ratio of the coefficients of the f^ is
^(r^-r^)p]/[(Nz/4)D(r^‘-‘r^)^] 'v g*10~^ • - -
when p is the atmospheric pressure. Thus the contrlhution " 
of the variable part of the term pv is negligible compared /
with that of the variable part bf; the conf iguratipnal/' ' ' *■
energy and hence our use of E rather than b/. iS/ justified. ' '
/  b a-
/ l.1
/ /
Pimire 22,
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IV
THE FÀGE-GEOTRED CUBIO LATTICE.
1 We wish to consider here an alloy.with the composition 
ABg, the atoms being arranged to form a face-centred, cubic 
lattice. The problem is complicated by the fact that each 
of the twelve nearest, neighbours of a given site is a 
nearest neighbour of four of the others. We define the a- 
sites and 3-sites as before, taking the arrangement at the 
absolute zero to,be that in which the A atoms are on the 
cube corners and the B atoms are on the face-centres ( see 
Figure 22 ),: and in this case each a-site has twelve p- 
sites as its nearest neighbours, and each 3-eite has four 
a-sites and eight 3-sites as its nearest neighbours.
In the simple cubic case and in the body-centred cubic 
case we found an expression of the form
O ’ oon g, B on 3* B on a, A on 3 
"^ A bn a, A on 3 ' %  on a, B on 3
exp(J/kT)^
Fowler and Güggenhe im> in theIr book "St atistical Thermo- 
dynamics" state that the quasirchemical method can be 
applied to the face-centred cubic lattice and leads to a 
pair of independent equations of this type. Although the 
calculations had not then been done, it; was expected that, 
straightforward, if tedious, numerical solution of these 
equations would give the equilibrium properties of the
,:-à' '
assembly* Paierie, however, had stated in 1936 that the 
quasi-chemical method could not he applied to this case 
and later Li (1949) also arrived at this conclusion* As we 
were unable to find a detailed treatment which might 
indicate where the method broke down, we thought it worth
while to carry out the calculations and to look for a
possible modification which might give positive results.
The first approach was to consider the seven different
igiyeÆlàefinition of the a- and g - - bites. The : ]#
:ôn.,ay oh %
&v6n .ar'B on. #6 ? &  ph f , B Oh;f
; , ' A qn'-p: I ' ^A^oh p, B on P
Let there be È/4: - A atoms' and 3É/4 B atoms = in the assembly. 
Thb- long range order; vÊ-; ris defined by ; puttdng: the number 
of A atoms on a-^ s it es " è quai to N ( 1+3R )/l6. As ; usual R = 1 
denotes c ompl e te dr die r ( all the A atoms on the a-sites ), 
and R = 0 denotes'dlsord,er ( probability of finding an A
atomipn an" ^  the p;Ç finding an A
atom on a g-site )!* In terms of R we haver fdr the numbers 
of A apd. B atoms on the d s  and gr si te s the expressions
. . .  ' ' i  . -  .
-  ^ ; ; =  3 N ( 1 - R ) A 6 ,
% a  =  # ( Ï - R # @ ÿ  , 3 N ( . 3 4 B ) A 6 . r - - r r  ■ '
' * THere are four p W d  thèc^d^:
1 ): The tot el ' number : of v nearest nel ghbour pairs of whipkV 
pheAPf the aitep [is is a g-site is
easily deen^ dor her %  . \ i ' :. .;,■... '
:L
■r&ste 
& Î
Wi&Se
' '^9 ^ '3R.
9 )'The tpthi jnurà)ér' o f a f  est^-^ daif '
both siteW^d^d^'^ is. alspt;^  ^ Éÿ:' * ' v )' % *
, , _ %, +:.% ;' T '; ' ' \ . r
8 );' T|ié: tot hi ; mumber. :he àre s tr he ighb our pair s A%ibhthay^^^ - 
a B atom oh aii a-site ^ is zé% _  ( 'z = 1 g''-ïn^-1his^ '-oase^ /-),';y.r-
i jvThe total number'pf< heafèst héiglAour pairs./whiph have 
ah A htom oh. a grBite. .is s. i -'-r •
; V /. + Qg #
The; factor É in front of in t hi s i  a s t . e^at ip^ appears 
sinoe to each (A on g, A on g ) hair. therPA:^
P&g^sites^':'^- -A.':'
collect':these- fpur-eguatiphshin.%he'\f6rm:";.\;ry:'\.
Qp 4-' Q 4 : Q~ — 3N O D ! .
Qg 4 - 9N;(1-R)/A
Qj- T 4 BQg 4 Q y
= .'0 
= 0
= 0
'>• # # ^  A : 
. •. *B 
..G" 
*...D
We have : t o  f  in d  th e  ; num ber " o f  ^ways : p f  o h ta in ih g / 'a !  g iv e n  
d i 8t f  ib u t io h  o f  t hè: /  and t o  do t h i s '  we h ie  th e 'fquas i -
c h e m ic a l a p p ro x im a tio n ,  ■ /  ■
. w(RAi) = #' ) ;% ,7)
where Q = zN/9 = 6N,: and: Wt(R) depends bn R' dhlyÿ
w # W plaoe5;#^:(R )v  b y , W #  w here th e  qu A n t i  t i e  8
% !/hi?e. th e  v a lu e s  b b ô th ë  m sx lm lse  W (R,Q.')» a lia1 t ; ,. i -.
è ta h a s  f o r ' t h e  e x p r e s s io n . ' .’■•■ ■ r • : , ? ' •
m M■ . ; » E # (  3 #  )
We ; have th e r e fo r e  t o  m ax im ise  W ) w i t h  r  é spec t  : t o  : the ;
s u b je c t  t o  th e  f b n r  bbnd 11 ib n s  ' A ,. B , .0; hhd:^@ ^hs.ihg: th e  
m ethod o f  u n d e te rm in e d  m u l t i p l i e r s  and th e  S t e r l i n g  ' ’ 
a p p ro x im a tio n  f o r  l n ( x  ) g iv e s  us the> equationsV ;
-f:. 'Î ) + ^
1 H.il.n(Qt) + A'
4.; B 0 
= 0
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1 + ln(0,?) + A4:
1 + In(Qg) 
1 + In(Qg)
Hh -; O r- D =: 0
+ B -f SB = 0
==: G
4- B =: 0
Eliminating A, B, 0 and D from these equations gives three 
independent equations which we can put in the form
Qj/Qg ~ ~ Q«g/Qr^  ^ ^  Qy/Qg * •
With these relations and the four equations A, B, C and D 
we can find the as functions of R, We.have to do this 
numerically, however, as follows* Let K represent the 
quantities •
terms of R and K using equations A, B and C, and then 
equation D gives us the relation'“between R and K. 4fter 
simplification we find
The can easily be expressed in
2K -IQK/. 9 #  .
apdv'we used this relation i to vqà leu la te ^ R -and, 
free energy of ft he: system is given hy •
a,Q! as fMunctinns
r. ;
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-kT{ln!:W(R-)1 +(^Q!. In(mi; . Vln(#7)ï J:■ \ ■ . : "’■ 1 f- , - ;  ^ i ^
We ooneldered :first the base In which the ^ahtltiès? ¥. %, 
Vgg and àr e fb OBis tant s, ^ ÏÏénpë; thé e qu 11 Ihrïum: s t à té a of 
the 888embly " bre qhtained: hy miniitis ing;# wlth réBêêbt' to 
the:eight variahles R'and Q. sûhjeot 16 the fpùr oqndit ions
' ;:f ^
'C.+fÿh:;fy(Qi}]:+ .A ' +:d = o ' : ,
+ :ïn(-Q^ ]^ +-A C - D = O- .
v:xA: + kT[l +\;yQg)ï .+ B , + 8D = 0
+, kTLl ,+: ln(Q.) ' '• + B ■ = 0
ln(y)l + B f D =vO
-m.O Cïn[*(E# +Æ.O'î;ln(M)l: + 9Nd/4 := 0 ■ •
Blîminating A, 0. and t) from these éqùâtiohâ:giyes-
:27\) = X, (Q^.q.g/W) = ;X,: : : 0 a.s1 .4 . 2 3 - - ' 5 6 Y " , '
V .1' a. Y . /. .'-Y:' . ' - : -
-y: . : y.y. ^  . y:=d f
A:. ' + o =: py/ :^ y ;
-
f ,_"V
/yOWAAI:
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r:;8 - 8 , - d
X? - stands for the iqiiant Ity exp (-J'/kT ) * We ornent a pn. 4 m  pas sing 
that 'p quat iqns - ; 1 aihd j# ^ 8 toj^ etiieryf
e (Rations npted; at the - beginning of this -bhaptier y: Bpohatibh ' 
'4/.i/8lmpilfies^to:Y:\:'^ - ./'f/' '''
W e 'üsëd the tahulated% values of R and the QîftdPôâlctilate 
thé quantity: P as a: i^netidh of K. Prom eqhations^ ^^ ^^ ^^  0>
D, 1, 4f B,.-'4.'8, ahd #.4 ban he^deriyed,'the equation
where g_ = Q_/R: and d = :9(lr-R)/^ 4, and this ' ' eouatipn %as::,1' .used to calculate q_- as a function of X, and hence és-a 
function of R. It was found that, for valués o t ^  ^ greater 
than .9578, q-; was negative, increasing tO-zerO atfthls 
value of R. In fact we;require g_ to he equal ;tp zero :when 
Ry=, 1 and'to increase as R decreases to :>zerb-iAs^  we had 
eîcpected tha valuest of the whioh ma;çii#i§0(1=^ ^  )
would he the values-corresponding to ^ the rrandbniYiistrlh^ 
/utioh of the À and ; By atoms' appropriate to a given v alue of 
R Wb aco^ b^^  modif ied our attack. . : - -
2 Instead of; considering the . lattice as consisting of 
\ jus t'two ' di st ini^ i shah le t ÿpe s;, of e i té : we; now considered 
, it as cons is ting of ifpur r dis tih%i $haÿî eylnt erpene tr à t Ing :
>
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lattices, thé si té pyof \ Which, weydéno tb t hé .symbols -a>' y . y. 'üf:' -\y f ./;'ÿyyy?!'ÿ i: . '0, ;Y: pnci. ô. Thus, each; a-sitei ha s f ïour 0 f pur y- and four 
ôrçites as- its near es t #eighSpurp and;.: so- pn, f Weitalm - the 
81até;ât the: ah splut e zero to be that in which the .E/4 A-: y
âtp^eÿarê all! Pn the ahdythef8E/4. B etoms; are ^
Phqfed e%aliy amongy^ ' 0-, Y-- aud dlrSites. With: this 
dis tinet ion ampng the latt ice s ites; the number of types of 
nearest height Which we must consider is^increased
to tWehty-f Our. : .We ; tabulât e them .as ; follows : - ^
ar . aô . 3r : :pô :• ■ ■ Yô
«18. y%$-y:x:%:5 ' t -
: Qy/ ' 4 Q.„- N .<J «6 ^16 - . J*,
■Xb \ y  %  " % ^19 . , ' % o  ; - & i  •
' @11 % v;
: Thus ,, f or eDgample,, Qy isythé; number of. he ar est ' he ighbour ■M
pairs"Which* , 'j- s • •' consist of an A atom On an a-s itd ' arid iah^  A atom
on a 0-site.
Because Pf the symmetry of the systeti1 :Withi{r%spept-' to '' ' ' Ty- thpy&T,'' 'Ÿ- and ô-sités the- following r€^ latiPns; exist among
.the .
 ^:
Q.g = Èa = ^  z )
= VQ =. EC: / % 0
\'; ■ -,Y- : . '
è - i ; ' ^ ie Q,., ='Nf•18 . ;Y
'
^ ■ ïfi.'
i.,
, . ; V- ' ■V 'V y * Yf:- Y Y “ '/ . 7vIjC .%#####&###%#&#*#
, , . ._ y . ., ,: X ' , : ; ' : -V .* :'. t» r ■ ■ .■ .-- ---'., X - •:■ ; . - ;v ’. ■ •'■>. .' ' . ; ...-y- V' ' ' - -■ I ‘ * 't-'-' ■■' ' ' , ’ - 81
®19= % 0 =  % r  ®28“ %3= % 4=  ''®'
We use these relations to define the parameters a, b, o, 
d, e, f and g. Just as before there are four conditions 
which the Q must satisfy, and in terms of the parameters 
a, .•., g we find
a + c *“ ( l4*5R )/4 « 0
b + d - 3(l-R)/4 = 0
e *f f «f Sg •“ 1 = 0
• * «B 
*..F 
» • • G
a *“ b + e "“‘- f 4* 1 = 0 H
The number of ways of achieving a given distribution of 
the Q. is again taken to be
W(E,Q^) = W*(E).(Q.')/m(Qi!)}
= w (e ).{7T(q :.')]/[7V(Q ' )i,i  ^ i ^
or in terms of a, . • •, g,
W(R,a..g) = w ( p ) [(Ma)l (mr)! (W)| (Hcf)! (Hé')j(lTO! i if
l(Na)! (Nb)/ (Ne)/ (Nd)/ (Ne)! (Ëf j/1 (%)! }
.3
is unchanged and a, ..., g are the values of a, ..,  ^
which maximise W(R,a**g) subject to the conditions B, F, G 
and H. This maximisation gives
è/Q = d/f = e/g" = ^f*" = K (say).
y:If,.4
y
< ' py- ' ' ; .' .
r . 'These equations are similar to those ohtaihed -in section 1' ' , ' ....hut how the relationship “between K and R is simply
K = (l-R)/(3+R),
■ ■ 1 • A ?f'!V,: .
and the values of a, .., g' are those which we had expected 
to find, namely
; a = (1+3R)(1-R)/16, b = 3.(1-R)(3+R)/16,
C = (1+3E)(3+H)/16, a = 3(l-R)yi6,
f
%
e = (1-R)yi6, f = (3+R)yi6,
g = (1-R)(3+R)/16.
After simplification ln{W(R,a.*g)I becomes 
llN[(l/4).ln(3) - ln(4)] +
85N[[ (l/S)+RjlnHl/3)+Rj + (3+R)ln(3+R) + 8(l-R)ln(l-R)]/l6 
- SN[a.ln(a); 4* ..... 4- f.ln(f) + Sg.ln(g)].
The energy of the system is
E = 8N[(a+e)V^ . + 4- (c4.d4-8g)V^ ]^AA BB AB
In the case where the interpartiole potential energies are 
assumed constant we have to minimise the free energy.with
rèspëct to R, a, g subject to the cqhdi11ohs E, P, G
and H. The free energy is given by the expression
P(R,a..g) = E(a,e) - k'f.Ww(R,a..
A
and a straightforward calculation yields the equations
(a.b)/(c.d) = exp(-J/kT), a/c = e/g, b/d 
a/c = C5(1-R)®/(1+3R)(5+R)]^^'^^^ = P (say).
These equations enable us to calculate a, g as
functions of R. Let 0 stand for (Ï+8R)/4. We find for c
c = [S3 - (l-p-3P)/(l-3+3P)]/(a-P).
For values of R which are nearly equal to unity c turns out 
to be greater than 0, and since a+c = 0 it fpllows that a 
is negative. We note that; a corresponds to the parameter 
q^ of section I* Thus, although the modification does give 
the values to a^  .. •, g corresponding to the f aiidorn 
distribution of A and B atoms appropriate to à giVen value 
of R, the method still does not give a stable superlattice 
with R = 1 at the absolute zero.
8 Yang and Li (1945, 194?) applied the quasi-chemical 
method, not to pairs of neighbouring sitesy: but to tetra­
hedral quadruplets of sites and found that this procedure 
predicted a stable superlattice at low temperatures and an 
order-disorder transition. Each tetrahedral group has one
‘
...... ..... ........ ...................
Y"'
-, ■ . * .  ■ . 'V ; ■- . ■■ : ,
'-Y'
y
Fipure 25.
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site on each of the four suhlattices a, 0, y, 6, and may 
be regarded as the characteristic group defining the super­
lattice. Li (1949) has given a criterion for determining 
whether one group of sites or another should give the 
better approximation when the quasi-chemical method is 
applied. A given group, will give a result that is not
less accurate than that given by another group, G , if 
zn^/2p^< zn^/Spg, where n is the number of sites in the 
group and p is the number of nearest neighbour pairs in 
the group. In sections 1 and 2 we had n = 2, p = 1, and 
thus zn/2p = 12. For the tetrahedral group n = 4, p - 6, 
and hence zn/2p = 4. This latter group should therefore 
give a much better approximation.
Another method of looking at this is the following. As 
soon as we fix the nature of the occupation of a certain 
pair of sites we limit the possible manners of occupation 
of those pairs which share a site with the first pair^ and 
Jthe^closerrthbse pairsYafei'interlinked thefworse vfill. be 
the approximation. Alsof it is ' obvibus that-the more pairs 
whiohi share 'a given site!" thétiworsç^ ^^  ^ approxy
imatioh.. If we ; take tlhefpair as the characteristic ghbup 
ftîjenV the ^lAèrÿdf :groups whichr share a. given site i sf 1 2  ^
wherbaSfif:' thoftetraSedp^ number! is
reduced to four. Figure S3 shows how the tetrahedral 
groups are situated with respect to one another.
£
@6
T: y . / : . ;  y . /. ' '.,y : " ' ; ^ - : y '  V "
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a'f’b*f*c*f*d.4'0 4-f 4"g*fli
If, as in section 1, we consider the lattice as having 
just two distinguishable' types of site labelled a or 0 
according to whether they are occupied by A: dr B atoms at :
the absolute zero, then each tetrahedral group would be 
composed of one a-site and three 0-sites. In this case 
there are eight different ways of assigning four atoms to 
each group and we define eight parameters to describe the
r;#':
assembly as follows. •'Î
Manner of occupation. Number of groups so occupied. ■
a P 0 P
A B;m  B Na z
A A B B Nb - «1" yA A A B No
A A A A Nd :B A A A Ne
B B A A Nf
B B B A Ng
B B B B Nh
E is the total number of sites in the lattice. The number 
of tetrahedral groups which is necessary to include every 
nearest neighbour pair once and only once is easily seen 
to be equal to N. Hence we have
%Y
8 6
The rconditiori that there are N(143E)/16. Â;atoms-..on-d-sites 
gives the equation
a+b+c+d = K(l+3R)/4. ...L
The condition that there; are 1^ /4 A atoms in the system 
gives the equatiofi ,
a+2b+5o44d+5e+2f+g =1. ...M
Applying the quasi-chemical approximation for the number 
of v/ays of obtaihing a given distribution of the: groups 
gives us
E a hi - \ .(#)! (mo ),! (:#:)!. (Mir)!■ '  ^■) (Nb)/ (Kc)/ (m^)/ (m'),:(m)r(%(i((m)f
. . ■ _  ^ - :-;i: ' "" 4is as before and a, h are thé values of .a, , h %'
which tiaximise W(R> a. • h) subject to the conditions I,. L 
and M. It was found that these values were not thé values 
corresponding to a randdm distrlb'utipn of the A, and B 
atoms appropriate to a given value of: R, and accordingly 
we have again to consider the 0-sites as lying on three 
distin^ishable sublattices 0> y, 6. In this case there 
.are sixteen distinguishable ways of assigning four atoms 
to each group ;but because of the symmetry of theV system 
with rëépèct to the 0-, y- and ô-sites the number of 
parameters needed to describe the occupation of the groups 
is reduced to eight. These correspond to thé parameters ^
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which appeared above.
The foilowing table shows the different ways in which 
the tetrahedral groups may be occupied, the number of 
groups occupied in each way, and the total energy of each 
type of group.
The condition that there are H tetrahedral groups gives
Occupation. Number so occupied. Total energy of
. ' ' Î-
a 0 Y Ô such groups.
Â B B B Na Na.S(VggiV^g)
A A B B Nb -,
A B A B Nb I
- ! -T,'
A B B A Nb u
%
.
A A “A B No - VA A B A No H
A B A A No ît ' :► >
A A Ai A Nd Nd.ev^^
» " .B A A A Ne
B B A A Nf
B A B A Nf It y;4' B A A B Nf . tf ' ■
B B B
A
A Ng '‘s -'5(''b b" a b ) ■1B B B Ng t r
B A B B Ng ;
B B B B Nh Nh.evBB
 ^:
-.a
:/• i;- =
a 4 8b 4- 8o + d + e + 8f + 8g + h « 1 .Ü
Thé bondition that there, are N(1+5R)/l6 A atoms on a-sites
fs.-'
a 4- 3b 4- 5o 4- d —, (ll4-3Rf :b .. .V
 ^Î'-* ' ;
Finally the condition that there are N/4 A atoms in the 
gives
a + 6b 4* 9c 4- 4d 4- 3e 4- 6f 4- 3g = 1 ...W
Applying the guasi-chemioal approximation for the number 
of ways of obtaining"a given distribution of the sizteen 
distinguishable types of group gives us the follov/ing 
expréss ion for W(R> a..h )
(Na)! [ (m-); É(R(ÿ)/ i (Kf) ! (N^)
(Ng)r{ [ (No)/ P(m)!'(Ne)/[ (wf )/ (%)/r(m)!
where a% .. •, . the values of a, , , h which maximise
W(R,a#*h) subject to the conditiohs' U, V and.W, are found 
to be
5,
a\= (l/2)^(l4-8R)(a+Rr, b"z: (l/2r(l4.5R)(34-R)^(l-R) ,8
c" = ( 1/2 ( 14.5R ) ( 84-R ) ( I r R X  l/S )" ( l+SR ) ( 1-R )8 5
8.e = (1/2) 8(l-R)A fz: (l/9)%(3+R)(l-R)^,
g'= (l/2)%(34-R)^(l-R)^, il '= (l/2)%(3+R)^(l-R).
' # # #
'-"'y,: ' ' ' ' V ' :y ":0-" - Y\,y
After simplification we find for In^W(R:^'ai4h) I thé y 
expression
3N[ ( 1/4)ln(8 ) - ln(4 )] + (9N/16 ) [ ( ( 1/8 j+Rjln; (î/8 )+R ) + 
(8+R)ln(8+R) + 2(l-R)ln(l-R)] - N[a.ln(a) +.8b.ih(b) +
Sc.ln(c) 4- d.ln(d) 4- e.ln(e) + 3f.ln(f) 4- 5g>.ln(g) -h 
h.ln(h)],
The configurational energy, B, is equal to
(b4"8c4-2d4'e-j"f 4- ( a4-h4-f4-8g4'2h 4*
( a4-4"b4"8G+e+4f 4-8g )V^].
. ’-JUsing equations Ü, V and W enables us to write E in the - "i
. ' '• 'more convenient form ''1
E = 3N[Vg3 + V^B + (-b+So+Sd+e+f.)j], J = + Vgg -
We now minimise the ffee energy, P = E - kT<'ln[:W(S. .h) J,
with respect to the parameters H, a....h and-r, where r is 
the lattice spacing, subject to the conditions U, V- and W, )
The minimisation with respect to r gives simply 0B/9r = 0  •j
' ' jfrom which we find r as a function of the . quantity ;
(b4-3o4-2d4-e+f ) once the dependence of "^ AB ®  ^  ^i
is given. The minimisation with respect to the other 
parameters, using the method of undeter.niined mùïtipliers, -
y
gives fbllowlhg: :eet ; of [/ëguà'tlpné; - ' % : ' f
(9/16)mT.Inl(A s R ):(S+R:)/!8( 1-B)^ ( 8/%:)y:/;0 
; RkTi l + ln(a) j + U' + V  + W =- Q: '/ - 
3tJ',*''31SlkT[a + ln(T3)j-.+:SU + SV.+ 6W = 0 '
;9Nj- + SHldfl -I- In(d).} '+; 3U + 3V +. 9W = 0
6NJ. -I- NkTf l +. ln(a) j 4- U + V + 4W = 0
3NJ :+ , NkT[l + ln(e ):| + tl . + 8W = 0
3Nj V SMcTjl -I- ln(f)| + 30 + 6W = 0
■ : 3KkT[,1 + ln(g)] .+>30 + 3W = 0 '
:T[1 + ln(lr}] + U = 0 ,
90 .
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EliminatIng U^  3/ andyf-from these equations gives; 
^ ' (f/g)^ z: e/h, aô/b^'== ëx^(-^
g/a = e/ô = f/b = [8(l-R)Y( (l+8R)(84'R) n  : ^  ^ /R say).
■ ■ ' ■ ' ' ■ '  ^" H ■ “ I IThese six equations .together with the equations Ü, V and W ;‘..yv 
determine the nine parameters H, a..*h as funotIphs of the 
temperaturel For the;purpose s of c aleulat ion it 1s oon- 
venient to .use R as the ; independent variably and; to solve 
the,, equations in terms = Of the quantit ie$:/s a.h(i'tyrdef i^
.YijR
by/the relations b/a = s and o/b = tà ; The 'PéWTOPtë^^'-YŸ 'Y. ; Y Y  - ' 4 #
are then given hy '
. .r ' ■ -.." i \  .....   L ■■ ■ ' ,r:fz ' . » v-, . v ., *■•■.■ 'h - sa, c = tsa? d = t a, e = PCsa, V = Psa, g - Pa, 
h = (P b/s^)a.
Inserting thes' values into equations Ü, V and W gives 
after simplification
a(3 4 5s 4 ts t/s"^ ) =(l-a)/P = A
a(l f 3s 4- 3ts 4- t^) = a = B
a(l + 28 4- ts) = (4a-l)/!5(l-P)) = 0
where a = (l+3R)/4. We find
8 = (B - 0 - Ot^)/^3C - 2B 4- (30 - B)t),
b = (A - 80 4- (2A - 30)s;8^/;0 - (A - 0)8^).
The quantities A, B and C were evaluated as functions of R 
and the equations for s and t were then solved numerically. 
ln(ac/b^) js equal to ln(t/s) so that we have
kT = J/fln(s/t)]. 4.5
We can use equations Ü, V , W and 4.5 to simplify the 
expression for the free energy and we find
F = 3N(Vb3 + - Mî-'J?[3[ (l/4)ln(3) - ln(4)} - ln(a) +
(9/4)1 (l/8)ln[ (l/8)+Ri + ln(3+R)]].
Î
I
4
have! àléo : t ô. evaluate ' thé : f f ëe éhëï%ÿ of Y thé-: h'ÿét ëm 
when ther^ % Ip' ùp long - z^ ange - order prèseiit i' Ih '
the ëguat ions U, d/ and W pari he-written- ' fprni '
în this case it is- convenient to use X = exp(>-j/kT ) asi the 
- independent var iahle ton the calculât ion. .We- dëf ine the 
parameters u and V so that .
h = Ala, o = u%a,. d = u^X^a, e = vu^Xa, f =: vua,. = va,
h =. (vX/u)a. .
Bguatiphs n-:; aiid W^cahindw he writteh/in 
iCl;-+• 3u +- 5u^X + ufx®):= l/4
I
:
#
Y
ÏMj
a i Bio 3c 4- d '= 1/4 (J
èyt Éf t 3g -k h =" 5y ' ' . Y - . . " ; ' .
Q ; 6 b 'k 9 c "i” 4d "1“ 3 e H' 6f -f 3g = 1. - . W ^
Theexpression for ln[ W( a... h ) j hé corne a . % ' /
,3N[(3/4:)^ ^^  ln(4)jy-. N[à.ln(a) 4- 3h.lh(h9 + 5o;ln^  ^ 4.
d. lhÇd-) t ë. ln(e ) 4” :3f*ln(f ) 4- 3g. In(g ) f. h. Ih(h )] .
Minimising F ' = E - kT\ ln{ W( a. v. h ) ) gives eVehtdally;. . 
b)® = d/a, ■ ( f/g')P = e/h,
e/c s.f/h, 9E/0r'= 0.
:'Ym
. i
f,;:]
OR
a.(u;-vx "k 3uv 4- 6v v*k v X / u  ) 3/4
SÙ H- .6u^X: 4*; 3u^X^ t  S ini^X # 3vu -  v X / i i  ) = 0
from-Which we find - 
V = 1', + 8 u %  + : 6u^ . - X = 0 HV
f
The l a t t e r  r e s u l t  exiafoles us  to  calculate :u,; ahdy^ a..
. h ,  as: a f u n c t i o n 'o f  X.: Thé r e s u l t  v  &= 1 g iv e s  aW= g ; ' {
0 W- é , b  = f-iS I t  i s  o b v io u s  fro m , th e  d é f i n i t i p i i s  'o f  - a # * • h  
t h a t ;  t h i s  s h o u ld  he so in ;  th e  absence o f  lo n g  ra n g e . o rd e r .
The f r e e  e n e rg y  s im p l i f i e s  to  * / /'
.iF y  8 »  - •  'fflïTCsj ( ;3 /% )ln ( 5 > I n #  ) }  -  ^ li l( ;a )  ] ,
and; th e  t r a n s i t i o n  te m p e ra tu re .. i s  fo u n d  b y  ' com paring " th e  
tw o  f r e e  e n e rg ie s .  -  , - . . .
I n  th e  a p p ro x im a tio n ;^  i n  w h ich , th e  * d e p e n d e n c e 'o f/ th e  
i h t e r - p a r t i c l e  p o t e n t ia l  e n e rg ie s  on th e  l a t t i c e  p a ra m e te r 
i s  n o t  ta k e n  in t o  a cp o u n t we have s im p iy  -
F ' (R ) = + k 'C [3 .S 348+ ln (:a ;ij.)T -(9 /4 ){ ( l / 3 ) l n [  ( l/5 ,)+ R .i+ ln :(8 + R ) i ]
F '(E = 0 )  = + kT  [1 .-6869 + . ln (a u _ o :) ]  /  ' •
w here F ' = . [ f  -  3N(l/-gg ,-k V ^ g ) ] /N .  I n  t h i s  case .th e  t r a n s -  .;./
i t l o n  tem pei’ a t t ir e  i s  g iv e n  h y  k T / j  = .4 1 0 9 i .a n n ith e ':v a in e  
'd f  th e  : lo n g  range- o rd e r  . ju s t  'be low  th e  t r a n s it io h . ï té r a p B r -  
a tu re  i s  R .= .9 5 5 7 .
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We wish now to calculate the effect of including a 
volume dependent term in the free energy. As “before we 
assume that the inter-particle potential energies can he 
written in the form ; - : -
V,T, = V„ + D(r-rn)^.
In the previous chapters, because of the symmetry' df the b
systems considered, (we could take ~ 'Y^ B '^^/ho loss 
iii: generality,' This, however, is hot the case W  The ^
expressions which we" have derived here for the free;energy 
of the system in. the two states -R = R. and R = 0 were based ;
on the assumption that we were ; /dé alihg with :. the:alIpy ABg «
To take == would imply that exactly the .same:/ 
equations would hold also for the alloy AgB:and, that' 
therefore, the transition temperatures of the;two alloys 
would he equal. That.this is not hecessarily the ease, is . :
exemplified hy the,copper-gold alloys. The tr ans it ion 
temperature of ' the alloy AuOug is 664®A while'that of the 
alloy Au^Gu is 516®A, To give= a.quite general'tfeatment of 
thé face-centred cùhlc alloy ABg it would he necessary to 
ép^cify sèvéhal parameters; (instead of: just twdy G and^ ^^ ^
“as in; the previous ohaptef ) so thqt in what follows: we ^
shall Testrldt .our attention to the copper4goM . system. 1
\ Thé bonf irr ational: enef'gy : of - thoT. alloy ' ARg: has - héen ; I
# 0
4’
. ' 4
shown to he
ÏÏ ='3N[Vg.g + V^g + (■b+3c+8d+e4f)J].
The quantity (h+3c+8d+e+f) approaches the'value 1/8 as the
temperature increases to infinity so that the asymptotic 
VPlue of E is
E = (8N/8)[V^ + 9Vgg + GV^l. 4.6
If the alloy is quenched from a temperature which is well 
above its transitjon temperature to a temperature well 
below then its configurational energy will be given by 
equation 4*6 to a high degree of approximation. The 
corresponding value of r (r,^ jg say) will be given by 
minimising equation 4.6 with respect to r. We find
+ 6D(r^2g-^o) =
Similarly we find for the alloy A^B
’®®A^’^ AgB-’^A) + + GB(r^g-r^) = 0 4.8
We may anticipate a little here and write down the 
asymptotic value of the configurational energy of the 
face-centred cubic alloy AB, We have
E = (3»/2)[V^ + Ybj3 + ®^Ab1
so that in this case we have the relation
mi
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The lattice parameters of the pure metals and of the 
alloys are as follows:
Composition. Lattice parameter, r.
Cu 8.608 A.ngstrom units.
Ou g Au ' 8.750 ” . Quenched from 600^0
OuAu 8.867 ** " *' " '
CuAu^ s 8.976 " " " ' " "
Au 4.070 "
( We have previously used r to denote the inter-particle 
spacing rather than the lattice parameter so that we should
— 1/2multiply these figures hy the factor 2 "before using 
them in our equations. We will assume, however, that this 
factor is ahsorhed in the ) There is some slight un­
certainty in these figures due to uncertainty as to the 
exact composition of the alloys for which they were 
measured hut if we accept them we can insert them into 
equations 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 and thus obtain values of D^/D, 
bg/D and r^. To a good degree of approximation we find ^m i
:jDg^ /D = .74, . = 1.26, r^= (r^+r^VS = 3.839, .
and hence the inter-particle potential energies of the 
copper-gold alloys can he represented (in a manner which 
is consistent, in the nearest neighbour approximation,
in
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wiïh ïâjCtloe:
8llpÿ8:)" ÿÿ:the' :
= V^ + b:(.W(r -^ 5,608#, ' / :■,>'■
' ' Q ' -'^ BB " '^ B + D(l.86')(p : - 4.070)/, , r  ; ' 4.ab
V^B = ■^ o + - 3.839^.
The quantity. ÎT simplifiés to .
J = V* - I)( v24Ô)r, : (V* = oOnstant) , ; :. { = 4.11
and ■ the oonf igiiratiohal. energy ‘becomes, in';, thé; basef êhgâu, 
E.= 0m[V]^ + D(.74)(r - 3..608)^1+ D'(r - 3.839)f
Ÿ^  V ^ - D (240 )r } ], y ;= %+8cf 2d+éf f, ; const
and in the ease CuAuiz . ' ' ^ ; t
B = 3N[Vg + D(l. 26 )(r -"4..'070)^  + PCr - 5.859 ) + ■-
y{V* - D( ;240)r}], V^ . = const.
Hèncé; from the. equation 9E/9r = 0, we find ' 
r 4" Y(.069), G%Au . ' . 4.12
T,=='8.968 + Y(^ b58),%^ ^^  0 4.18
j
k 'kri
The; (paMlty%Y In^ from zero when, E- = ,1': to a maximum - ,
tà:Iù:@ .of il/8> #: vér%;:hl§h,.'tempgratnree_':8o^
; I
, '.'1"  ^ i
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change in volume when the alloy Ou»Au goes from the dis­
ordered state to the ordered state is approximately •64 in 
good agreement with the, results of Borelius et al.
We have therefore
= D[v '/D - .898 - .017y ] CugAu 4,14
Jg = D[v '/D - .958 - .013y ] OuAug 4.15
and the free energies can'now be written in the form
F!(r ) = 4- [j^/ln(s/t)] [o.5348 + .... ] 4.16
F ’(H=0) = g (y_ '+ rj,/ln(s/t)] [1.6869 + ....] 4.1ÿJ. 1 t<î=U 1
where g = .0248 and gp = .0190.
Following M. Shimoji (J. Phys. Boo. Japan 11, 91, 1956), 
who performed a similar calculation involving a simplifying 
assumption as to the dependence of the interchange energy 
on volume and thus obtained good agreement between the 
theoretical and experimental values of the ratio of the 
critical temperatures of the two alloys without, however, 
altering the details of the transition as described here
on page 93, we may neglect the term in y in the J^  and the
term in y^ in the FÎ and we obtain the result
V :  -
Fxperimentally we have ~ 664^A and = 516^A and we
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can use these values with equation 4.18 to determine the 
value of the quantity V*/D. We find V'/D = 1.143 and hence
J] = D(.946 - .017y), Jg = D(.191 - .013y) 4.19
As the largest value y can have is ,125 the terms in y in 
the JjL are certainly negligible so that, after simplific­
ation, equations 4.16 and 4.17 become
l(Y„f + - [lAii(s/t ),],[3.30,48 ,+' T
F(K=0>- = .1( y ) + [ï/ln( s/t ) ]|lÎ 6869 hV >
4.20
4é21
for both OulAu and ;OuAu^. : The. term: in x ddes r:!in':f act make 
n vdry slight .difference.^ to the /values of [Ï Æ  Ï:': and
\at the ' ti?ansitibh fp but ' éssent iallyJ t
description of the transition àÎs- as it^ was'when thefinter- 
particle potential energies were taken:16the inlependeht 
of the atomic spacing; The extent o f -/-the h%bepmen t ;with ^ 
experiment is confiiied to the: (fitted) agreementt^ith'Âthè 
ratio of the transition temperatùresi In particular"for 
the alloy Cu^Au- we - found for E -x thet value r 1955 t w h  the 
exper imental value ; is giyen by Ëe ating and WàrreË ( J*
s;' 24,. 62;' 1955 j as ..,80; the:^  value' of the{ anqmalbhs t;
linear expansion coefficient at T^ : is about"2X:167- 0- ^ hl 1 è
give ë : :thé ' y aid é sr p: . 9 .'2 ■
( at:.leÿ'à,, P: - : ( l o f  ) ft p = 20(10" ) at
( Al so the value of If - : ' turns ; but 'to-be.; about ' 42 : ev per ' ^
iPhys. Rev. 3201 
'6 \ ,^<fo
. I,0f
V '
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angstrom"^ as against the value 16.7 ev per angstronn found 
from the results of the previous chapter. The difference 
is more than can he reasonably attributed to the approx­
imations involved.) Thus the discrepancy between theory 
and experiment is such that either the abbove approach is 
invalid or the quasi-chemical method applied to tetrahedral 
groups of sites is not -sufficiently accurate. . ”
-In order to discover whether^a better agreemeht/wlth 
experiment could■be obtained ; within the 'framework;of the 
, (^as i -chemic al ; me thod wç/ calculated R as' a function of T 
using equation 4.6. We = found that^the-i variation- oftRr with 
T was similar to that'rshown infPigure 18a.tlie\ppiiit B on 
that figure eorresponds here to a value of in; thèlne'gion 
of .806. The free energy'versus temperature ctirve-is> 
similar to - that shown in; Figure 18b; the point Ë bn that 
curve corresponds here.^ (when the dependence of the inter- 
particle potential energies'on the atomic spacing-id 
neglected)’ to the value E„ ?  ^9557.; The présence: of the 
term in. in- e(Rations; 4.16 and 4.17 will alter; the 
posit ion of the point' B. In fact the tendency’is : to ::make^  
the/point É ' approach: thdL-^lnt -B thus - i q # r / ^
df the: :magiiitW of; the yc^ hange ratio
^ i ^ I n  Equations’i. 20 ,ànd;;4/21 • this ratio hpd'^  the value, 
. 1 ' and the change was- negligible. If, /however, ; we take 
gj^ /j j : iàrgë iënbpghlwë; c qn :,make: the rpoiht approac
«
'i
point B as closely as we wish. Also as R decreases towards 
the value .805 the magnitude of the slope of the R versus 
T curve increases indefinitely and, since y is a slowly 
varying function of R, dy/dT increases indefinitely. Thus 
, it might he possible to ,find- a value' of (- (l/r )dr/d'ü, i 
=- .0185dy/dT_) more- in keeping with the value found by Rix*
We found that, if we gave the value .00545 to the 
quantity V^/D - .898-which appears in J^ , the value of 
became about .83 and the value of became about 1,00(10’“^  ) 
per degree. The calculations were approximate but suffice 
to...show that, it- is possible, using our model, to obtain 
simultaneously values of R_ and Pi.? which are in reasonably 
good agreement with experimental data on the alloy Cu%Au.
In addition we now have of the order of 18 ev per 
angstrom^ ' agreeing quite well with the -value 16.7 ev. por 
angstrom'^  derived from the results of the previous chapter. 
In view of the numerical approximations made in the calcul­
ation,- however, we do not attach any particular signif- 
. icance to - this rather good-agreement beyond noting that it 
makes this approach to the problem more plausible than the 
one discussed on pages 98 and 99. . . .
We had hoped to use the value of V*/D - .898 given above 
to obtain a value of Jg from equation 4.15 and with this 
value to calculate the details of the order-disorder 
transition of the alloy CuAug4 turns out to be negative.
log
J’x
-/A
f il"A
however, and, as we must have 'a positive, value foh the 
Interchange energy in order ' that there; should Ke ' à trans-
ition from a fully ordered state to a disordered state as 
the temperature is raised, the. attempt to descrihe the 
transitions of all three alloys, Gu»Au, GuAu», : Gu&i, ^ using \O O ' ■ ■
just one set of values for the parameters which appear in Ify
'i ' ' . ' ' ' . ' ' .é gnat ions 4* 10 and 4i» 11 has . to he abandoned; Toi de scribe - h
the transition of the alloy OuAUg we would have to use a . 
different value of the quantity V*/D (we would.expect that 
hére V*/D - .952 would be small and positive as was. -
..898- in the case OUgÂu) but we have been unable to find 
suff iciently detailed experimental data on the alloy GuAug 
and therefore we have not carried out any further calcul­
ât ions on this- alloys -
As a final indication that the approach discussed on 
pages 98 and 99 is Inadequate we give some results on the 
alloy Cu Au. The calculations are similar to those for the 
other two alloys but are complicated by the fact that, 
since the ordered phase of GuAu is tetragonal, theret are 
two nearest neighbour separations to be considered. We do 
not, however, propose to give the details here. Taking the 
value of v*/D which gives the correct result for the ratio 
of the transition temperatures of the alloys Qu^Au and.
CuAug (i.e. V^/D = 1.145) we found that the transition 
temperature of the alloy AuOu was equal to 611 A, the
10
the value of E_ was .9744, and the axial ratio varied from 
1.032 at low temperatures/bo 1*050 at the transition 
temperature..The^experimental values are respectively T =
681^A, = .97, and the axial ratio varies from 1,080 at
low temperatures to 1,075 at T , (Roberts, Acta Metal. 2, ' -
597, 1954) We should at least have expected agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental values of the 
transition temperature but the agreement is generally 'u
rather poor.  ^  ^ J
“ ''iThus we arrive at the following conclusion. Ideally a /j
theoretical description of the order-disorder transition ‘"i
-J
A;1
"IH
>'i
in substitutional alloys should take into account the band 
structure of the alloys. For any given alloy, however, the 
essentials are quite well represented by two-body potential 
energy functions and it is only when we attempt to tol;e the 
functions derived for one alloy as a representation of. .the 
band structure of another alloy (with the same components) 
that our model is liable to lead to incorrect results. It 
is therefore necessary to consider each alloy, on its own - < /j
merits and, with this restriction, we believe that, where t
sufficient experimental data on an alloy exist to enable '  ^ f’
us to give reasonably accurate values to the parameters < , j
needed in the definition of the two-body potential energy - 
functions, our model gives results which are in good " \
agreement with experiment, /
A : / . / /  . : :: "104
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THE EPFBCT: OFvLATTIOB VTBRATI0N8.- /  '  ' /  f-T T - 1 1  r y  j  r —-.r«rn .,irnj.«,..w-.,rT«iiij-i- -j^nT im  rT iim .ii.—;--i -r.-lTii;.i.L-.-r .tjru.i ,.i.( ....;
 ^ 1 As a solid is heated- from very ^ low temperatures the 
first,effect is that: the atoms are caused to vibrate •about 
their mean positions in the lattice, with an amplitude of 
vibration which increases with temperature. (We neglect 
the zero point vibrations.) Eventually enough energy will 
be concentrated on some atoms to cause them to move through 
the lattice and interchange positions and- in this way the 
distribution of the atoms over the ? lattice sites is 
altered. In the previous chapters we have considered the 
equilibrium distributions of the Â and B atoms over the - 
lattice sites assuming that the atoms are at., rest on the 
1attice sites. That is, we have assumed the equi1ibrium 
di81ribu11 ons to be .quite -independent of the atomic motions 
by which they may be realised. An obvious firpt refinement 
of thé theory is to take into account the atomic vibrations 
and it is the purpose of this chapter to consider the 
effect of these vibrations on the. order-dlsorder trans­
ition. We- assume that the atoms are performing Independent 
simple harmonic vibrations about their equilibrium 
positions. The neglect of a n y  coupling between vibrations 
is equivalent to the Binsteln treatment of specific heats •. 
wÀLioh is quite adequate for the temperatures at which 
or de r T~di s or d.e r transitions are likely to occur.
■'v •. J r.
^ > 1We consider here the case of a substitutional alloy of j
R/2 A atoms and N/2 B atoms distributed over the sites of J
a simple cubic or a body-centred cubic. lattice. Using the A-?j 
notation given in the treatment of the quasi-chemical ' j
method in chapter I we have " I
r.
"a» ■ %  ■ ■ i
" w  -  "m  -  " ( I -» ) /»  ■ :5.1- ' :
Q = Nz(l-^8R+o)/8, Q = Nz(l-8R-fo)/8 JAB BA i
Q,. = = Nz(l-o)/8 !AA BB J
where z is put equal to 6 or 8 depending on whether we are /
dealing with the simple cubic or body-centred cubic . /M  '' ' '...structures respectively.  ^j= ': .1 ' . vV'' ' ./&WOn average each A atom on an a-site will have za A atoms
and z(l-a) B atoms as its nearest neighbours. The fraction
à'-IsAeasily found as ;f63.1^  .Binc'e;^ . of A atoms
on a-sites is B(1Æ)/4 the total number of A-À pairs is
just za.N(l+R)/4. As the total number of A-A. pairs is
t, %:j2 'tj 
" 1
i
g e . N ( l + R , ) A  - K z X f e o O / e :  ■ ' ' v  ? i
' - /' ''' ..-t , > ; J
and hence -a =' ('l-o)/[ 8(1-i-R) J. ■• , ;j
In exactly the same way we can find the fraction, b, which
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is such that the average number of A atoms which are the 
nearest neighbours of an A atom on a p-site Is zb. We find
h = (l-o)/[8(l-R)î. 6.3
Because of the symmetry of the system with respect to the 
A and B atoms, za will also be the average number of B 
atoms among the nearest neighbours of a B atom on a P-sitCj 
and zb will, be the average number of B atoms among the 
nearest neighbours of a B atom on an a-site.
Consider a group of atoms consisting of a central A atom 
on ah a-site together with its z nearest neighbours. The 
potential energy of the central A atom when at rest on the 
a-site is
V^(r,0) = za.y (r) + z(l-a).V (r). 5.4A AA AB
C We use the quantity V%!(r,p) to denote the average 
potential energy of an X (= A or B) atom when it is 
vibrating with amplitude of vibration p about its mean 
position on a y-site (r. = a or p). ] If we consider the 
potential energy given by 5.4 as arising from the presence 
of za A atoms each contributing an amount of energy 
and of z(l-a) B atoms each contributing an amount V^(r), 
then the point at which the minimum value of-¥^(r,0) occurs 
will not be at the centre of the group of sites but at
some distance from it depending on the distribution; of the
i
if
I
; ' I-%?
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za A atoms and z(l-a) B atoms Over the si tés of' the ; group 
and ; on the relative magnltudes of (ir )': and ) *' This
isxfeoonsistènt with our model of an as ë emblÿ Of at oms 
whose equilibrium positions are; the a---and 0-si te a, the 
s eparat ion of the sites being uni quely determined at every 
température by the lattice parameter, r; We .assume, theref 
fore that the atomic wave functions, and hence the 
contribution of the individual atoms to the cohesive 
energy, are so modified in the solid state thst w e  c a n  
consider each atom of the group of z atoms arouhd a central 
Â atom on an a-site as contributing an amount df energy
(l/z).v“(r,0) = a.V (r) + (l-a)/. (r) 5.5A AA AB
to the energy of the- central A atom, and in this case the 
point of minimum potential energy does lie on the a-site.
We can now calculate the quantitÿ ¥^(rjp). as follows.
Let the a-site be the origin of a set of axesparallel ' to 
the sides of the unit cube of the lattice^ and considei^ 
the potential energy of the A atom when it is/displaced to 
the point (x,y,z). For definiteness we:treat here the case 
of the simple cubic lattice. As before we take '
V  ' \ b ” ''i » - v„ -t B(r-r„)2.
For the purpose of calculating the vibrational potential 
energy of the central atom the boundary atoms may be taken
I ‘
I
:. r., %/.:,, 4"'; . / %< '. . ; ; '  «-. - '«'■ ' ; '>■;,■.•■- •■•■ '■ ' ;'- -. ' ''' *:'"-X ,,•;, u ,.5; - ■ - ■ ■ -. ? i.
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+ a.V^([ (r+y)®+x®+z^P'^^) + (l-a).V.D(Kr+y)®+x®+z®]^''^^)
evaluate the terms involving Oolleoting the terms
gives finally
to he at rest on their p-sites. We have then for (r,xyz)  ^f
a.V^(Kr-x)^+y^+z^i^/^) + (l-a)*V^(Kr-x)^+y^+z^;^/^)
+ a.V^^C? (r+x)^ +y^ H-z^ | ) + (l-a).V^g(( (r+x)^+y^tz^)^^^)
+ a.V^^( Kr-y)^+x^-fz^J ^ ) + (l-a).V^^( Kr-y)^+x^+z^ ) i
;; Ik '
+ a.V^^([ (r-z)^+x^+y^| -f (l-a).V^^(| (r-z
+ a«V^^(f (r+z)^+x^*fy^?^^^) 4- (l-a),V^^(( (r+z)^+x^+y^{^^^).
With the explicit form for we find that the first 
term, for instance, of the above expression becomes
a. [Vq + D * ^ r^-2rx+x^+y^+z^-2r^(r^-2rx+x^+y^$z^i],
Let x^+y^+z^ = p^. Neglecting terms of order higher than 
the second order in the displacements x, y and z, we have
(r^-9rx+p^) =  rf l-(x/r )-}“( [p^-x^]/[Sr^] ) 3,
and the above term becomes
a[Vp + D* (r-r^)^] + a.D'E-SxCr-rj^) + p® -(r/r)(p®-X®)].
VThe other terms involving are obtained from the first' ■ ' Vone by replacing x by -x, ±y, iz, and similarly one can
‘i-■ J
■:v’
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v“(r,p) = 6a.’[V^ ..+ D' (rr-r^/ + D'[l-(Sr/3ri) {.p®] + 
6(l-a)[Vq + D(r-r^)^ + D[ l-(2r/3r)].p®].
i/a
A similar resuit is found for the body-centred cubic case
with 8 replacing the factor 6 above. The approximation
made in neglecting terms of order higher than thé second
order in the displacements x, y, z in the expansion of
(r^-Srx+p^)^^^, etc., gives the same result as that given
by assuming the z nearest neighbours of the central atom
to be smeared out over the surface of a sphere of radius '/br, the contribution per unit area to the potential energy
of the central atom being equal to = ; ' l
z[a.V^ + (l-a).Vj^ B5/(4xi. ). '-j
With this assumption V^(r,p) is given by t !
(z/2)P [a.V^^Ci*’) + (l-a).V^g(r')].SlP6,.de, .Ij
where r ' = (r^ - 8rp.cos9 + This is lihe expression
used hy Sarolea ). J
Thus we have V®(r,p) as the sum of two terras !
^ .1
V“(r,0) + z[a.D'[ l-(2r/3r)l + (l-a)DU-(2r/3r ) ] ] .p^, ' I
:'0wPreviously we had calculated the energy of the crystal in  ^ ii
such a way that only the term V^(r,0) was taken into [ ^"j
account, and it is this term which gives rise to the j
.-I» I. ' ]
; ' , ' . r . , lio
volume change effect described in chapter III* The other 
term is the contribution to the crystal energy arising 
from the atomic vibrations. Although this term will 
influence the volume change effect, since it contains r, 
yet the way in which r appears is such that the variation 
of volume with temperature already calculated is changed 
only by a small correction, and for simplicity we put 
r^/r ~ r^/r = 1 in this term. Hence ^
V^(r,p) = + (z/3)[a.D' + (l~a).D].p2, . 5.6
As we have calculatea It, the quantity y?(r',p)is the 
potential energy of an A atom when it is displaced a
distance p from its a-site. Such a variation of'potential
energy with displacement, however, gives rise, to simple 
harmonic vibrations about the point p = 0, and if we take 
the average of the potential energy over the period of the 
vibration we find that it is given by equation 5.6 provided 
that we now define p to be the amplitude of the vibration.
In exactly the same way we can obtain expressions for 
the other quantities V^(r,p). We find
V^(r,p) = vg(r,p) = V^(r,0) + P+.p®,
' v|(r,p) = V“(r,p) = v|(r,0) + P„.p®
where V^(r,0) Is given hy equation 5,4 and v£(r,0) Is a 
similar expression with b in place of a* and P_ are
<«3- ,1
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given by
= (zD/S)[l + a(^-l)], P_ = (zD/3)[l + , 5.8
where 0 = D'/D. The quantities P^ and P_ differ only In
that -R appears in P_ where +R appears in
The vibrational partition function of an X atom on a y-
Ysite will be denoted by and is given byX
f r/sZx=,j_ 4xp^.exp[-[Vx(r,p) - V^(r,0))/kT].dp 
r r / 2= 4:%\ exp[“(P. .p^)/kT] .p-^ .dp. 5.9
h
We have taken the upper limit of the integral to be r/2 
since it is reasonable to expect that the maximum possible 
amplitude of vibration in the solid state will be equal to 
half the interparticle spacing. If we now make the 
substitution y^ = P^.p^/kT equation 5.9 becomes
jT'Xj4%(kT/P.)^'^^.| exp(-y^).y^.dy,X ±
where L stands for the quantity (P^r^/4kT)^^^^ As before 
we d.efine x by the relation
2 ' ^ !X = kT/( 2D(r ~r ) j -/.{J. o /
p ./jand we find for L"" the expression '/I
/  = (z/S4x).[l + ()2f-l)(l-o)/[8(l±R)|].[r7(r3_-rQ)^]- < ''j
■ ■/]
, : :'M
i
, i M : '
of - ( r f  PL .ghëhtlÿ \diffêrOût:' f!i!*6m::^ o^ne\:ÿop-^ o IW' tl^ ë. r . , , '  - 1 : '  0 / r ; ^ p / t 3 ,  ' ; r  ' . . .y/ ; ' . , . . -" /
o.àséybf a sübêtltütlbnài alloys;ThW w :
;/W, (kT/Pf )%
■■ : ' A - ' : \ .  . , T T  ■ ; ■'. '• ■
The v ib r a t io n a l  p a r t i t i o n  f u n c t io n  o f  th e  whole assem b ly  
is ?  therefore?
„  /„a/Aa /„p/bP ,„|3/aP ,„a/Ba\ih. = (%&/ "(%B/ "1%A/
P or very lo w  te m p e ra tu re s  l / x  w i l l  be la r g e  and we may  ^
re p la c e  the u p p e r l i m i t  of the i n t e g r a l  by infinity. F o r 
temperatures n e a r the t r a n s i t i o n  te m p e ra tu re  we had? in  
the case of g-brass, z = 8? x/^ 8? (r_-r.)/r. = .006? and I
[1 4" ( ^ - l )  ( l - o ) / [  2 (1 ^H ) ] ] ^  1 . Thus a t  th e  t r a n s i t i o n   ^ j
te m p e ra tu re  L i s  o f  the  o rd e r  o f  30 and? s in c e  th e  v a lu e  i
o f  the integral w ith  i t s  u p p e r l i m i t  e q u a l to  30 i s  JIp r a c t i c a l l y  e a u a l t o  i t s  v a lu e  when the u p p e r limit i s  ^
i n f i n i t e ?  we may re p la c e  th e  u p p e r l i m i t  by i n f i n i t y  f o r  * : /•
a l l  te m p e ra tu re s  below the t r a n s i t i o n  te m p e ra tu re  and for % j
a t  le a s t  p a r t  o f  th e  temperature ra n ge  above i t .  T h is  
re p la c e m e n t o f  L by i n f i n i t y ?  j u s t i f i e d  h e re  f o r  th e  * j
v a lu e s  o f  the p a ra m e te rs  used  to d e s c r ib e  the b e h a v io u r  o f  
0 -b ra ss?  i s  i n  f a c t  g e n e r a l ly  v a l id  s in c e  th e  d o m in a n t ,
fhcitdr ih.%j'\ibf- f i^g-) sihd ' wq w^ouid;vho't^  ^ t - a value ^
C f;</)/r ghe y / é en m:^one\: ih- tüië / . ' V,
: |   . . . . ■ . • ' ■ '.: ■ .aA$:henoe' i ; , : ^ ' , » 
"i-i
lloe s
/,« A « N(l-R)/4 .'I” A* B * A" B ‘i/
3H/8 -3N(1+R)/4 -3N(1-E)/4 ')= (%kT) .(P+) .(P_) . 'I
The configurational partition function of the assembly is
Z = \ih. .W(R,o).exp(-E/kT), ';j
where W(R,o) is the combinatory factor as calculated in : j
1chapters I and III, and E is the configurational energy, ,
E = NzD(r -r [0-2j2fm+(j2f-fl )m^ - of 94-^ -2j2fm+(j2f-“l )m^ 3 ]/4 |
+ (Nz/4)(v/Vo). , 'I
The parameters m, 9 and 0 are defined as in chapter III, /j
The free energy, as a function of the parameters R, o -|
and ra, is obtained from the partition function by the ;■ Æ'imrelation P(R,o,m) = -kT.ln(%), Thus we have 4
p/N = -(3kT/2)ln(59CkT/zD) + E/N - (kT/N)lnfW(R,o)3 
+ (3kT/4)(l+R)ln[l 4- a W - l ) 3
+(8kT/4)(l-R)lnfl + b(^-l)3. 5,11
Since 0 ^ 1  and since a and b have values between 0 and 1, 
the terms a(0-l) and b(jZf-l) ;ard small compared to unity 
and we may take as a good approximation
Infl + a{0-l)l = a(j2f-l) = (^f-l)(l-o)/| 8(i+E) j,
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orâer-dls order effect. We remark here that we have already 
omitted a similar term when we wrote down eqdatioh 6.9 
without the factor (B7cI%T/h^)^^- which is required to 
make our equations dimensionally correct, hut this factor 
also has no effect on the order-disorder transition. Thus
P/N = + B/N - (kT/N)lnfW(R,o)) + (3kT/4)W-l)(l-o).
Let P* = [P/N - zB(r^-r^)^ j. Then, using the
expressions for B and lnfW(E,a)3 already calculated, we 
find eventually
F' = (l/4)l0-20iM-(0+l)rcP - ol9+0-B0m+{0-l)m^]] 5 .1 g
- x[(8/z)ln2 + fl-(l/z)}{(l+R)ln(l+E) + (l-R)ln(l-E)j
- (l/2)(l-o)ln(l-o) - (i/4)(1+2H+g )1bi(1+2R+o )
- (l/4)(l-2R+o)ln(l-2E+o)] + (3ix/8z)((2f-l)(l-G).
so that this term determines the influence of the lattice
,ln[l + ^(0-1)] # = ()2S-1)(1-o)/?2'(i/h)4. ' " i
1Also we may omit the first term on the right hand side of
. • ' :  :equation 5.11 since it will contribute nothing to the Î
I
I
iâThis expression differs from the similar expression found 
in chapter III by the presence of the term \I{Sx/2z)(0-lH^l-a), "1
' 1. 1
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This approximation, which .seems justified on numerical 
grounds, was later observed by us to be équivalent to the 
procedure described by Booth and Rowlinson In their
notation the classical partition function for the motion 
of an A atom on an a-site is
j(Wj^  = J expf j, Wj, )/kT3 . dR^,c e 11 '
where zw^ is the number of B atoms adjacent to the central 
A atom, is the distance of the A atom from Its mean 
position, and is the energy of the À atom when
its displacement is Rp. They assume that Inf j )^ 3 can be 
expressed as a linear function of w^ and they write
Inf j(w^)^3 = w^.ln(j^) + (l-Wj^).ln( j;^ ).
There are several reasonable values which can be given to 
j^ and j^ (see for instance, Rowlinson and Gurtiss ^^)), 
the simplest being
• A ^ *r «i A ^  *1'AB’ '^o “ AA’
where is the partition function for the; vibration of 
an A atom surrounded by B atoms, and J A & is that for an A
vibrations on the order-disorder effect. The particularly
: ' ,4simple form of this term, which involves the short range «j
order but not the long range orderi is a consequence of j
the approximation made in putting Inf 1 + \g(K-l ) =  -^ (jZf-l). .j
■Ç!
|i
.1" % j
'-"' - . '-: . -.-Y. -/; % /'y. .' ' ::~
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atom>surrounded by A atoms. The quantity/which we'have 
called a is eaual to l-w^ so thatJL
lnLl(a/l = lA(j^) + a.ln[ (3^)/( j^)J;
“  ■*" a. ln[  ^'
which is just what our approximation comes to since
L b “ (8%kT/zb)^/^
L a = (3xk'j?AD)®/^.)2f"®:®
and ln()2f) # 0^1 as 0 will not be very different from unity*
From equation 5.18 we can determine the equilibrium 
values of R, o and m as functions of the temperature.
Minimising P* with respect to m gives after simplification
m = 0(l-a)/l0+l-a(0-l)},
which is the same result as that found in chapter III. The 
minimisation with respect to R gives eventually
a = SE[(Z+l)/(Z-l)J - 1, Z = [(l+R)/(l-R)l^ ,
which also is the same result as that found in chapter III. /IiThe minimisation with respect to o gives eventually :^]
1X s= [Q -f^]/[M - 6(j?f-l )/z] , ,'j
' j
where ÿ and M have the same meanings as they had in •
Jf: . /
 '
' ' ■
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* r X 1 / 3chapter III. There we had x = 16 t W j/M? so that the 4.
effect of taking account of the lattice vibrations is to
subtract 6(0-l)/z from the denominator, M. Now M = oo when ;|
R = 1 and o = 1 (i.e. at x = O), so that there is no
change from the result of chapter III at the absolute zero.
This expresses in mathematical language the fact that the /
effect of lattice vibrations is negligible at very low
temperatures, which is, of course, what we ought to find.
M decreases as R and o decrease and becomes equal to zero
when R = 0 and 0 = 0 .  If > 1 then M - 6(0-1 )/z < M and /
hence x, for a. given value of R, is greater than it was in /
the case where the effect of the lattice vibrations was /
neglected. That this is reasonable can be seen as follows. -J
(We may state here that taking involves no loss A
in generality. If we had taken D* / Dg equation 5*12 would /
have been unchanged although then 0 would be defined as /
the quantity (0^ '\-0^ )/2, The remarks on pages 54 and 55 4
apply here. ) If gf > 1 then the potential energy function |
Vg + D*( r - r . has a greater slope than the potential 1
energy function + D(r-rg)'^ and therefore has a higher |
frequency of vibration associated with it. The higher t
frequency implies a higher energy and thus is energetically
less favourable than the lower frequency associated with
the A-B pairs. Thus, for 0 > 1, energy considerations show
that, as far as vibrations are concerned, A-B pairs are
J: ■ ■ . - :v.. .
more favourable than k^A or B-B pairs arid lience the order 
in the crystal should be maintained at* higher temperatures*
Por values of < 1 the denominator M - 6(jZf-l )/z > M 
and thus the value of x, for a given value of R, is less 
than it was in the case where the effect; of thé lattice 
vibrations was not considered* In this casetA-B pairs are 
energetically less favourable, as far as vibrations are 
concerned, than or B«rB pairs and the order" of/the
crystal should decrease more rapidly as the temperature is 
raised.
If 0 = 1 equation 6.13 goes over into equation -This 
again is what we would expect since in this case thé 
frequencies of all types of pair are equal. Hence as far 
as vibration is concerned, no type of pair is energetically 
more favourable than an other and the vibrations should 
not affect the order-disorder transition.
In order to demonstrate numerically the effect of taking 
the lattice vibrations into account we carrled but the 
calculations described in chapter III, using equation 5.18 
instead of equation 5.1, for two values of.0, one.greater 
than unity and one less than unity* The values, of the 
parameters chosen were (z = 6, 6 ^ 1, 0 - 7^5) and 
(z = 6,. 6 = 1, 0 = 1.85). In the following table 
stands for the, values of x when the yibràtlons are 
neglected, and for the values from equation 5.13. ■ i
TABLE XIII
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' 1
R
1.0
.95
.90
.86
.80
.76
.70
.66
R
1.0
.95
.90
.86
.80
.75
.70
o
1.0
.9085
.8868
.7684
.6848
.6819
.6646
.5188
e
1.0
.9085
.8868
.7684
.6848
.6819
.6646
^rest
0
1.8664
1.4086
1.4808
1.6870
1.6649
1.5691
1.6757
gf = 1.86
^rest
0
1.5618
1.6904
1.7860
1.7458
1.7856
1.7160
• •>
0
1.0608
1.1666
1.8081
1.8870
1.8880
1:8410
1.8888
^vib.
0
1.9166 
8;1468 
8.8569 
8.8101 
8.8808 
8.8815
1
:ï
1180
In the case 0 = 1*85 thé transition téTrrpéràtûré/was
We calculated the transition temperature hy the method î
described and found the following results* In the case 
0 ^ .75 the transition temperature was reduced from the 
value = 1*559 obtained ir chapter III to the value 
1.818. The value of the long range order at thé
transition temperature was increased from the value •
\  ' ' . ' : . '    .R/. = .736 to the value 2/ = .É36. Thus in thé oasehK < 1'T ■ ' ■ 'T . ' ' If / ■' 'V ,-a
the effect of the lattice vibrations is to causé tbeforder* ##
of the crystal to decrease more quickly, as/théftëmpérature, 
is raised, to reduce the trans it ion -1emperàturë: ahdV to- 
inc re as e t he ' ma gni tud e of the change at'the transition 
temperature. This'last effect? of course, applies strictly 
only to those transitions which are: first order trans­
itions when the lattice vibrations are not taken into.. 
account* In fact the tendency of the lattice vibrations in 
the case ff < 1 is to Change the-nature of thé/trahsitioh /
from second order to first order. For ins.tahce//we found in 
'chapter III that for the case (z = 6, 8;5',.;=/475)
the transition was a second order one. When we Carried out 
the calculatione usihg equatlon 5.18 we found that the. 
transition became one of the first order* ’ ,
/increased: from ■the/value/T_ = 1.664 obtained in chapter\  - T -G - ^  _:y- '  ^
III. to the value T_ =; 8.867, The value' of the long range % 7// ' // -O . / . :  ^ Ï/S
order , just/ W'lp# ;t he: = traps it ion temperature, was: reduced
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from I he value *920 to the value = ,843. Thus, in ' -
the case 0 > ly the effect of the lattice vibrations is to 
cause the order of the system to decrease more slowly as
the temperature is raised, to increase the transition
temperature, and to reduce the magnitude of the change at 
the transition temperature. Here the tendency is to change 
a first order transition into one of the second order.
The effect oC the lattice vibrations on the expansion 
coefficient and on the specific heat is also easily seen*
When jZf = 1 the lattice vibrations will not affect the ^
calculation of dm/dx as described in chapter III. When 
/ < 1 Table III shows that o changes more ouickly with x
and hence dm/dx is increased. Thus, in this case, the
effect of the lattice vibrations is to increase the 
calculated values of the expansion coefficient and of the ' {
specific heat. Similarly, when jZf > 1, the calculated |
values of the expansion coefficient and of the specific !
heat are reduced, ' : !
It is of interest to compare our results with those of j
Sarolea who used the Lennard~Jones 6-18 potential and , 4
the Bragg-Willlams approximation for the combinatory 
factor, Sarolea puts |
. 1
and considers the case r = r = r . That is, the ' |I
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volirmo change effect which she considers is that due to 
the normal contribution to the thermal expansion, and no 
account is taken of the contribution which would arise 
from the differences in the atomic radii of the constit­
uents or Prom the deviation from the rule of additivity of 
atomic radii. Our calculations on the other hand have been 
concerned only with this latter effect, àocording to 
Sarolea the effect of including the volume expansion in 
the Bx*agg-Williams treatment of the order-disorder trans­
ition in ÂB alloys is to reduce the value of very 
slightly and to increase the value of Op_ from 1.6k to
1.8k per particle. The effect of the lattice vibrations is 
to reduce the value of T^ by a somewhat greater amount and 
to increase the value of 0 to about 2k per particle. Tn 
the course of the argument, however, Sarolea has to assume
A^-n > s.. and Gav, > e ™  ]n order to ensure that certain . AB AA - ÂB : J3B -..... ■ ;
quantities have the required sign. We do not consider that 
this assumption is necessarily justified, believing that 
Figure 16 shows a more plausible representation, so that 
we do not agree with Sarolea’s conclusion that the volume 
changes and lattice vibrations favour the disappearance of 
order. We find that the lattice vibrations may or may not 
favour the disappearance of order depending on the relative 
sizes of the frequencies of vibration associated with the 
different types of pair. , ' , ■ ■
75^
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We observe that neither Sarolea’s results nor those of 
Booth and Howlinson , who use the more accurate quasi-
chemical approximation for the combinatory factor and find 
the value 0 = 2.6k per particle, give an adequate
description of the -brass transition* Thus <the effect of 
including the lattice vibrations in the theory, though not 
negligible, bridges only a small part of the gap between 
theory and experiment. On the other hand we regard the 
inclusion of a volume change effect which takes explicitly 
into account the difference in atomic radii of the 
constituent metals as a necessity for any theory which 
sets out to give an accurate description of the order- 
disorder transition in substitutional alloys.
S;i
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